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Three top Jaish-e-
Mohammad (JeM) terror-

ists, including a suspected mas-
termind of Pulwama suicide
bomb attack on a CRPF con-
voy, were killed, and four Army
personnel, including a Major,
and a J&K Head Constable
attained martyrdom in a fierce
gunfight, which lasted about 18
hours, in Pinglena area of
South Kashmir’s Pulwama dis-
trict on Monday.

One of the top Jaish-e-
Mohammad Commander
Abdul Rashid Ghazi, alias
Kamran, an Afghan war veter-
an, who infiltrated into Jammu
& Kashmir (J&K) in 2018, is
believed to have been neu-
tralised in the operation, police
sources said. 

Ghazi is believed to be
one of the masterminds of the
February 14 suicide attack on
the CRPF convoy in Pulwama
and had trained the suicide
bomber.

Ghazi, a key aide of Jaish-
e-Mohammad’s Pakistan-based
chief Masood Azhar, was
responsible for recruiting, rad-
icalising and training terrorists
in the Kashmir Valley.

The second terrorist killed
in the encounter has been
identified as Hilal Ahmed, a
local Kashmiri bomb specialist. 

At least nine security per-
sonnel, including a Brigade
Commander, a Lieutenant
Colonel, and a Deputy
Inspector General of the
Jammu & Kashmir Police, were
injured in the gun battle which
erupted shortly after midnight,
about 12 km from where a sui-
cide bomber belonging to the
Jaish-e-Mohammed drove his
explosives  laden vehicle into a
CRPF bus last week, killing 40
jawans.  

One civilian, believed to be
the house owner, where these
terrorists had taken shelter,
was also killed in the day-long
operations.  

Sporadic incidents of stone
pelting were also reported from

the area at different intervals.
The martyred army per-

sonnel have been identified as
Major Vibhuti Shankar
Dhoundiyal, Hawaldar Sheo
Ram, Sepoy Hari Singh and
Sepoy Ajay Kumar. Major
Dhoundiyal, who hailed from
Dehradun, had married only
last year in April 2018.

Havaldar Ram (36) had
joined the Army in 2000 and
hailed from Jhunjhunu,
Rajasthan. He is survived by his
wife and a son.

Sepoy Singh (26) belonged
to Rewari in Haryana. He
joined the Army in 2011 and is
survived by his wife and son.

Sepoy Kumar hailed from
village Bastikri in 
Meerut, UP. The 27-year-old
had joined the Army in 2012
and is survived by his wife and
a son.

Their mortal remains were
flown for the last rites to their
native places, where they would
be laid to rest with full military
honours.
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After months of posturing
and covert hard bargain-

ing, the ruling BJP and Shiv
Sena on Monday night came to
a formal undertaking between
them on forging an alliance to
contest the forthcoming Lok
Sabha and State Assembly polls
in Maharashtra, after taking
into account their “common
ideology” and “nationalistic
outlook”.

Little over a year after it
had announced that it would
contest both the Lok Sabha and
Assembly on its own strength,
the Shiv Sena came around to
strike a seat-sharing deal with
the BJP for both the Lok Sabha
and State Assembly polls, in
line with its insistence that the
seat-sharing for both the polls
be linked so that there is no
misunderstanding between
them in the run-up to the
Assembly polls and that the
issues raised by it are addressed.

Under the seat-sharing for-
mula arrived at between the
two saffron alliance partners,
the BJP will contest 25 Lok
Sabha seats, while the Shiv
Sena will field candidates for
the remaining 23 LS seats. In
the State Assembly polls, the
two parties will —  after spar-
ing some seats to other alliance
constituents — contest equal
number of seats.

At a joint news conference
addressing by the leaders of
both the parties, Maharashtra
Chief Minister Devendra
Fadnavis made a formal
announcement about the BJP-
Sena seat-sharing pact for the
Lok Sabha and Assembly polls,
in the presence of BJP’s nation-
al president Amit Shah and
Shiv Sena president Uddhav
Thackeray.

“We have been together for
over 25 years because of our
shared ideologies and spirit of
nationalism… In 2014
Assembly polls, owing to cer-
tain reasons we had split, but
later since the past nearly five
years we have been in the rul-
ing alliance in Maharashtra
and at the centre,” 
Expressing his happiness over
the renewed alliance between
the BJP and Sena,” Fadnavis
said.
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The Delhi Police has arrest-
ed a 43-year-old London

University MBA graduate and
her mother for allegedly dup-
ing several men to the tune of
�2.5 crore in the national
Capital. To fulfill their dreams
of living a lavish life, the
accused along with her moth-
er allegedly forged documents
of their Greater 
Kailash house and sold it to five
different men. 

The accused have been
identified as Anuradha Kapoor

(43) and her mother Molly
Kapoor (65) who are residents
of Greater Kailash-I. 

According to Ghanshyam
Bansal, Additional Deputy
Commissioner of Police,
South-East, “On the basis of
forged “Sale agreement”,
Anuradha and with her moth-
er sold their house to five dif-
ferent men in 2014-15. 

“With the cheated money,
about �2.5 crore, the mother-
daughter duo were leading a
lavish life in five-star hotels of
Delhi-NCR,” said the
Additional DCP. 
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India on Monday tore through
the “opaque proceedings” of

Pakistani military courts which
try civilians against the inter-
national norms, saying the
judges, who tried Indian
national Kulbhushan Jadhav,
are not required to have judicial
or legal training or even a law
degree.

India’s plea at the
International Court of Justice
came as the top UN court
began a four-day public hear-
ing in the case of Jadhav, 48,
who was sentenced to death by
a Pakistani military court on

charges of espionage.
Ex-solicitor general Harish

Salve, who represented India,
said that a foreign detainee has
the right to life, the right to a
fair trial and an impartial judi-
ciary.

“However, Pakistan has
sentenced 161 civilians to death
in their military courts in
opaque proceedings in the last
two years,” Salve said.

International standards
require that military courts
like all courts must be inde-
pendent, impartial and com-
petent, and must respect min-
imum guarantees of fairness, he
said.

“Pakistani military courts
are not independent and the
proceedings before them fall far
short of national and interna-
tional fair trial standards.

“Judges of military courts

are military officers who are
part of the executive branch of
the Government and do not
enjoy independence 
from the military hierarchy,”
Salve said.
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The Special Investigation
Team (SIT) on Monday

arrested Inspector General
Paramraj Singh Umranangal,
who was commanding the
police force when they alleged-
ly opened fire on people
protesting against desecration
of religious texts in Punjab in
2015, citing “sufficient evi-
dence” against him.

Two people were killed in
police firing in Behbal Kalan
and Kotkapura areas in
Faridkot district in 
October 2015.

The Special Investigation
Team, set up to probe the inci-
dents, last month arrested for-
mer Moga district SSP
Charanjit Singh Sharma, the
first person held after the SIT
was formed last year. He was

leading a police team that
allegedly opened fire at pro-
testers in Behbal Kalan.

“I can confirm that
Paramraj Singh Umranangal
has been arrested from
Chandigarh on the basis of suf-
ficient evidence we have against
him,” SIT member Kunwar
Vijay Pratap Singh said.

“We have questioned a
number of people, including
police officials, as part of our
investigation. He was ques-
tioned twice. We have got suf-

ficient evidence that…the pro-
cedure adopted (to open fire)
was not correct,” Singh said.

“It was proved that pro-
testers were sitting peacefully
and there was no provocation
by them. It was also proved that
firing was opened deliberately,”
he said.

The SIT member said
Umranangal was posted as
Ludhiana Police Commissioner
when the incidents happened.
“During investigation, it came
to light that he was command-
ing everything and force in
strength had gone there (the
spot where protesters were sit-
ting) from Ludhiana. He was
managing everything,” said the
official.

Asked who ordered the
firing, Singh replied, “As the
investigation will progress,
more things will come to light.

For now, it is sufficient to say
we have enough evidence, suf-
ficient base for arresting him”.

Umranangal will be pro-
duced before a court in
Faridkot on Tuesday, he said.

Replying to another ques-
tion, the official said the SIT
will question more people if
required. “It is a transparent
investigation, and things are
being made available in public
domain.” Umranangal was pre-
viously questioned by the SIT
last November.

Punjab government last
year added the names of a few
police officials, including for-
mer SSP Sharma, in an FIR reg-
istered in connection with the
firing incident at Behbal Kalan.

The names were added on
the recommendation of the
Ranjit Singh Commission
report.
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Giving much needed relief
to the people of the State,

Punjab Government on
Monday slashed the rates of
petrol and diesel by �5 and Re
1, respectively in the annual
budget presented for the State.

The reduced rates will be
applicable from midnight,
Finance Minister Manpreet
Singh Badal said while pre-
senting the Budget in the state
Assembly.

"Starting midnight
(today), petrol and diesel will
be cheaper in Punjab. With the
reduction, the diesel price will
be the lowest in the region," he

said.
Badal said that VAT (value

added tax) had been reduced
to effect the price reduction in
the state. "Why should
Chandigarh take advantage of
the price variation. This was
essential to promote trade in
Punjab," Badal asserted.

The difference between
petrol and diesel prices in
Chandigarh and Punjab is
around �9 per litre and over �2
per litre, respectively. Fuel
pump owners had been
demanding uniformity in
taxes at par with other states
in the region.

The Finance Minister pre-
sented the annual budget in

the Assembly on Monday
amid protests by the opposi-
tion Shiromani Akali Dal and
heated exchanges between the
treasury benches and SAD
legislators.

The Minister said that
�3,000 crore was earmarked
for the debt waiver scheme for
farmers for the year (2019-
2020).

He said the agriculture
sector will get an enhanced
grant of �13,643 crore in the
budget. The budget for edu-
cation, health and the social
sectors has also been
enhanced, he added.

Detailed Budget report
on P3, 4
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Opening a front against
Punjab minister Navjot

Singh Sidhu, Shiromani Akali
Dal (SAD) and the BJP on
Monday urged the Assembly
Speaker to initiate a privilege
motion against him for his
comments in the aftermath of
the Pulwama terror attack.

In a letter to Speaker Rana
K.P. Singh, SAD and BJP leg-
islators said that Sidhu's state-
ments defending Pakistan after
the killing of 49 Central
Reserve Police Force (CRPF)
troopers in the Pulwama attack
on February 14 was a breach of
privilege of a unanimous reso-
lution moved by the Assembly
in this regard.

"Navjot Sidhu spoke
against the very essence of the
resolution passed by the
Vidhan Sabha on the same day
by giving a clean chit to the
Pakistan government. This was
not a one off event. Mr Sidhu
has continued to defend the
Pakistan establishment and has
now even become the voice of
Pakistan's ISI agency world-
wide. 

"This, as per rules, is a gross
breach of privilege of the august
House and you, Speaker Sahib,
as its custodian, must initiate
privilege proceedings against
Mr Navjot Sidhu immediately,"
the letter said.

The Assembly saw acri-
monious scenes between Sidhu
and SAD leader Bikram Singh

Majithia. Both leaders
exchanged barbs, called each
other names and gestured
angrily while being just 2-3 feet
feet away as the SAD-BJP leg-
islators demanded action
against Sidhu for his "insensi-
tive" comments after the
Pulwama attack.

"The SAD-BJP members
initiated corrective action
because of the grave nature of
the act which was bringing dis-
repute to the Vidhan Sabha and
on all its members by their very
association with it. It was decid-
ed to table a resolution today

urging the centre to declare
Pakistan a terrorist state and
the need to take the strictest
possible action against the
Pakistan government and its
terror machine," the letter stat-
ed.

Talking to media here, five-
time Chief Minister and SAD
patron Parkash Singh Badal
demanded that a sedition case
be registered against Sidhu for
his comments.

Badal also sought Sidhu's
expulsion from the Punjab
cabinet for giving a clean chit
to Pakistan and its intelligence

agencies in the Pulwana terror
attack case.

"Navjot Sidhu had com-
mitted an anti-national act by
stating Pakistan could not be
held responsible for the act of
terror despite the Pakistan gov-
ernment's open patronage and
support to the Jaish-e-
Mohammad outfit which has
claimed responsibility for the
same. A sedition case should be
registered against him and he
should be proceeded against
immediately," he demanded.

Badal said it was strange
that while Congress President

Rahul Gandhi had condemned
Pakistan, his party's minister in
Punjab was defending
Pakistan's terrorist acts on
Indian soil.

"The Congress party
should make an example of
Sidhu or so that in future no
elected representative can ever
indulge in any act which com-
prises the security of the nation
and disrespects our armed
forces personnel," he added.

Majithia said the entire
country was one in grief after
the Pulwana attack but Sidhu
was speaking differently.
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After the discordant com-
ments made by Punjab

Cabinet Minister Navjot
Singh Sidhu defending
Pakistan on the Pulwama ter-
ror attack, Punjab Chief
Minister Capt Amarinder
Singh on Monday said every-
one has the right to voice their
mind and it is up to Sidhu to
explain his stand.

Capt Amarinder said that
Sidhu "must have realised
that he had gone overboard
with his Pakistan visit".
"Sidhu was a cricketer while
I was a soldier, and both have
different viewpoints on
things," Amarinder told
reporters here.

"Sidhu does not under-
stand defence intricacies and
had possibly reacted out of

friendly motive," the Chief
Minister said, adding that the
Minister's "intentions were
surely not anti-national and he
must have got the message".

The Chief Minister lam-
basted the Shiromani Akali
Dal (SAD) for creating ruckus
on the issue in the Punjab
Assembly on Monday for
political gains.

"Budget presentation is a
vital proceeding, which the
people of the state await eager-
ly every year," the Chief Minister
said, lashing out at the Akalis for
targeting Navjot Sidhu to divert
attention from such an impor-
tant Assembly matter.

The chief minister said
that the SAD leadership was
making a mockery of demo-
cratic traditions for petty
political gains.

"Such unconstitutional

behaviour is not only unbe-
coming of a party of nation-
al stature but actually exposed
their anti-people mindset.
They neither care for the tra-
ditions of the House nor are
concerned about the welfare
of the people," the Chief
Minister said.

Sidhu, who takes every
opportunity to harp on his
friendship with Pakistan
Prime Minister Imran Khan,
a former cricketer like him-
self, had told the media on
February 15: "Wherever wars
are fought and such things
(Pulwama-type attack) hap-
pen, dialogue also continues
simultaneously.

"There is a need to find a
permanent solution (to issues
between India and Pakistan).
Such people (terrorists) have
no religion, no country and

no caste. When a snake bites,
its antidote is also snake poi-
son." 

Sidhu has also justified his
take on the dialogue between
the two nuclear neighbours.
Though Sidhu condemned
the Pulwama terror attack on
the CRPF convoy, he added
that the entire nation
(Pakistan) could not be
blamed for the actions of a
handful people.

"This (attack) should be
condemned by all. For a
handful people, you cannot
blame an entire nation. Those
behind the attack must be
punished," Sidhu had said.

Sidhu on Saturday
defended his comments
claiming that his statement
was "deliberately distorted" as
the people were scared of
him.
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Himachal Chief Minister Jai Ram Thakur on
Monday launched seven citizen centric services

of Shimla Municipal Corporation developed by the
Information Technology Department under e-
District Project.

The online services launched  are online billing,
water bill payment, and property tax payment, appli-
cation for water connection, application for sewer-
age connection, application for NOC of electricity,
application for permission of canopy and applica-
tion for dumping debris.

Speaking on the occasion, the Chief Minister said
that with the launch of seven services, total 59 ser-
vices were now hosted on e-District Portal and the
State government was going to host 136 more ser-
vices during the next financial year 2019-2020. He
said these services would facilitate the people
besides lower footfall in government offices.

Thakur also launched availability of two docu-
ments through DigiLocker-- ration card and copy
parivar register. These services have been integrat-
ed by the IT Department within a period of ten days,
in collaboration with the food and civil supplies and
panchayati raj department. 

����&���������������������&��
Himachal Chief Minister Jai Ram Thakur on

Monday flagged off the electric bus for Shimla town
from State Vidhan Sabha Complex. He said fifty such
buses would ply in Shimla town and these buses were
equipped with latest equipments and have zero pol-
lution emission. 

This would go a long way in protecting the salu-
brious and pristine environment of Shimla city, he
said, adding that these buses would be commuters
delight as they would be able to enjoy noise free and
comfortable journey. Transport Minister Govind
Thakur, Chief Secretary B.K.Agarwal, amongst oth-
ers were present.
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The Municipal Corporation
Chandigarh on Monday

decided to dedicate the 47th
Rose Festival to the martyred
CRPF jawans at Pulwama ter-
ror attack and cancel all cultural
events.

A meeting was held in the
MCC office which was attend-
ed by K.K. Yadav,
Commissioner, MCC, and oth-
ers where detailed discussions
were held in which it was
unanimously decided that the
whole festival will be dedicat-
ed to Nation and patriotism
and all cultural events have
been cancelled. 

It was decided that patriot
songs and instrumental per-
formances will be showcased
during the event.

A few traditional competi-
tions for children will be orga-
nized in simple functions
including Rose Prince &
Princess, display of photogra-
phy competition, kite flying
competition (in tricolour only),
Rose Quiz and on the spot
painting competition.

The money saved will be
dedicated to the families of
Martyrs of CRPF jawans. 

Cultural evening of patri-
otic songs & plays will be orga-
nized on February 23 at main
stage Rose Garden, dedicated
to the brave soldiers. 

Besides, this plays on patri-
otism, songs and dance per-
formances on patriotic songs
will be the part of during var-
ious competitions.
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As the ongoing strike of the
National Health Mission

(NHM) workers,  Har yana
entered its 13th day on Monday
affecting health services across
the state, Haryana Government
has warned the striking employ-
ees to return to their duties.

While terming the ongoing
strike by NHM workers as “irrel-
evant”, Health Minister Anil Vij
on Monday said that there is a
particular group which is going

on strike time and again while
the authorized union of NHM is
working.

“We will take action against
the striking employees. People
who do not want to work will be
expelled and the government
would start new recruitments in
the state,” Vij said.

The NHM workers are on
strike since February 5 and have
announced to continue the strike
till their demands including reg-
ularization of their services are
fulfilled. Services of many agi-

tating  NHM employees
have already been termi-
nated by the State
Government last week.

The Health Minister also
said that demands raised by
protesting employees are inapt
and cannot be fulfilled.

Earlier, Mission Director,
National  Health Mission
(NHM), Haryana, Amneet P
Kumar had said that the employ-
ees of NHM are being given
annual increments, D.A and
other benefits as per the service
by-laws which has resulted in
financial burden of Rs 110 crore
per year on the State
Government.

She added that the employ-
ees of NHM have gone on strike
10 times during last two years in
an unconstitutional manner.
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Sepoy Hari Singh Chauhan (26) of
the 55 Rashtriya Rifles, belonging

to Haryana’s Rewari district, lost his
life in an encounter with terrorists at
Pulwama district in Kashmir in the
wee hours on Monday.

Hari Singh was the resident of
Rajgarh village located on the border
of Haryana and Rajasthan.

In an encounter on Monday,
security forces in Jammu and
Kashmir had killed two Pakistani ter-
rorists, including Jaish-e-Mohammad
(JeM) top commander Ghazi Abdul
Rashid who was the mastermind of
February 14 Pulwama terror attack
in which over 40 CRPF jawans were
martyred. Four Army personnel,
including a Major, were also martyred
in the encounter on Monday. The

martyred soldiers included Major
Vibhuti Shankar Dhoundiyal,
Havaldar Sheo Ram, and Sepoys Ajay
Kumar and Hari Singh.

Hari Singh’s father, late Agdi
Singh Chauhan, served in the
Grenadiers Regiment, while his
uncle, Vijay Singh, is retried and
cousin brother Sunil Kumar is a serv-
ing Hawaldar with the Center
Reserve Police Force. 

The villagers in Rajgarh had
started gathering at his house after
hearing the tragic news of death of
Sepoy Hari Singh Chauhan

The villagers informed that Hari
Singh got married in 2016 and was
blessed with a boy last year.

“The entire village is proud of
Hari who made supreme sacrifice for
the nation,” said Govardhan,
sarpanch of Rajgarh village.
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Shimla: Two more Kashmiri
students have been arrested in
Himachal Pradesh’s Solan dis-
trict for their alleged anti-
national activities, police said
Monday.

Pirzada Tawish Fayaz and
Aakib Rasool of Jammu and
Kashmir were arrested Sunday
night for their alleged involve-
ment in “anti-national” activi-
ties, Himachal Pradesh Police
spokesperson and
Superintendent of Police (law
and order) Khushhal Sharma
said.They were studying at the
Dr  Yashwant Singh Parmar
University of Horticulture and
Forestry in Nauni of Solan dis-
trict, popularly known as the
Nauni University.

Sharma said that they were
arrested on the basis of a com-
plaint from one Neeraj
Bhardwaj of Ber village in Solan.

In his complaint, Bhardwaj
alleged that Fayaz had posted
anti-national comments on his
Facebook page, the SP said.

A few comments had also
been attached with the com-
plaint, the police official said.

The complainant further
alleged that both Fayaz and
Rasool were involved in anti-
national activities and were
“supporting Pakistan in India’s
fight against terrorism”, the SP
added.

Bhardwaj said he had come
to know about the duo’s “anti-
national” activities through his
friend Vipul Sharma who is also
a student of the Nauni univer-
sity. Subsequently, they were
arrested and a FIR was regis-
tered against them at Sadar
police station in Solan, he said.

The matter is under inves-
tigation, the SP said. PTI
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Just ahead the 2019 Lok Sabha
elections, Punjab Finance

Minister Manpreet Singh Badal
on Monday made sure that the
budget was not taxing for the
common man. Claiming
“improved” fiscal indicators,
Manpreet loosen his purse
strings to announce slew of new
schemes and initiatives covering
almost all sections of the society
in virtually populist budget,
without imposing any new taxes.

With main focus of his Rs
1,58,493 crore budget on agri-
culture and allied activities,
Manpreet announced loan waiv-
er for the families of farmers who
have committed suicide because
of mounting debts along with the
landless farmers in the next
phase making an allocation of Rs
3000 crore for the purpose.

Manpreet said that the
“effective budget size, after pro-
viding for a budget provision of
Rs 32,000 crore towards ways
and means transactions for the
current year, is Rs 1,26,493, and
the total receipts are expected to
be Rs 1,54,170 crore”.

At the same time, the
Minister batted for rationalising
VAT on petroleum products in
line with the neighbouring states,
while also announcing to reduce
petrol prices by Rs five per litre
and that of diesel by Re one per
litre.

Announcing that days of
imposing taxes have gone with
the implementation of the GST,
Manpreet expressed hoped that
the improved efficiency in tax
compliance and administration
and efficient delivery of public
services would lead to economis-
ing on expenditure and close the
“unfunded gap” of Rs 2323 crore,
which was Rs 10,273 crore when
the Congress government took
over.

Centring his budget on agri-
culture, health, education and the
rural and urban infrastructure,
the budget proposed hikes in the
range of nine to 36 percent in the
allocation of funds for these sec-
tors.

“Excluding the effect of debt

relief, the allocation to agricul-
ture sector has been increased by
Rs 159 crore. Similarly, the allo-
cations for education and health
sectors have been raised by 9.75
percent and 10.87 percent
respectively. The allocation to
develop our rural and urban
infrastructure has been hiked by
36.08 percent and 19.94 percent,
respectively, whereas 21.32 per-
cent hike in the allocation has
been given for improving acces-
sibility and connectivity (roads),”
he said.

Besides, Rs 355 crore has
been provided to support the
sugarcane farmers growers with
another Rs 750 crore to for the
development of mandi infra-
structure with a total budget allo-
cation of Rs 13,643 crore for the
agriculture — increase of Rs 159
crore.

The government has also
allocated Rs 8969 crore as power
subsidy to the farmers for the
current fiscal, against Rs 6256
crore in the previous year, besides
Rs 1513 crore for the power sub-
sidy for providing power at Rs
five per unit to the industrial sec-
tor as compared to Rs 1440 crore
allotted during previous year.

The government has also
made provision of Rs 50 crore in
the 2019-20 budget for provid-
ing free smart-phones to the
state’s youth — an announce-
ment made by the Finance

Minister in his first budget of the
Congress Government.

Manpreet has also made
slew of initiatives including Rs 10
crore for establishing horticulture
estates, Rs two crore for Potato
Seed Village Scheme, Rs 19.67
crore for setting up integrated
facility for fruits and vegetables,

Rs 43 crore for setting up mul-
tipurpose stadiums at block lev-
els, setting up ‘Iconic Sports
Complex’ at Jalandhar on PPP
mode, among others.

An allocation of Rs 90 crore
for new scheme, ‘Mera Kamm,
Mera Maan’, wherein urban
unemployed youth between the

age group of 18 to 35 years will
be assisted by the District
Bureaus of Employment and
Enterprise for both skilling and
wage employment for a specified
minimum days in the year.

A provision of Rs 300 crore
has been made for the celebra-
tions of 550th birth anniversary
of Guru Nanak Dev in the bud-
get proposals of 2019-20, includ-
ing setting up Heritage Museum
‘Pind Babe Nanak Da” at
Sultanpur Lodhi, Rs 25 crore ini-
tial allocation for Dera Baba
Nanak Development Authority,
establishing Sri Guru nanak Dev
National Institute of Inter-faith
studies in Guru Nanak Dev
University, Amritsar.

In addition, Rs five crore has
been provided to mark the cen-
tenary celebrations of Jallianwala
Bagh massacre.

Laying bare the budget fig-
ures, Manpreet said that the out-
standing debt is projected to
shoot up to Rs 229611.52 crore
in 2019-20 from the previous
year’s revised estimates of Rs
212276.44 crore.

However, Manpreet claimed
that an effort has been made to
put Punjab on the path of fiscal
consolidation, and consolida-
tion of previous announcements,
made by the government, but the
“work is still in progress”.

The budget, third by the
Congress Government, has pro-
posed no revenue generation by
way of additional resource
mobilisation.

Manpreet, in his budget
speech, claimed that the State’s
Gross State Domestic Product
(GSDP) had gone up to Rs 5.18
lakh crore in 2018-19 from Rs
4.70 lakh crore in the previous
fiscal year.

�
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Blaming the previous SAD-

BJP government for its “irre-
sponsible fiscal actions” for the
accumulated debt, Manpreet
said that the state’s total out-
standing debt has been project-
ed at Rs 2,29,612 crore for 2019-
20 as against Rs 2,12,276 crore for
2018-19 (revised estimates).

“As against the allowed net

borrowing limit of Rs 17,335
crore for financial year 2019-20,
the debt servicing is a whopping
Rs 30,309 crore...The servicing of
the state’s huge debt pre-empted
its major revenue receipts, leav-
ing it with little resources for
credible efforts,” he said.

For the 2019-20, Manpreet
pegged the revenue deficit at Rs
11,687 crore (2.02 percent of
GSDP) and fiscal deficit at Rs
19,658 crore (3.40 per cent of
GSDP).

Highlighting improved fis-
cal position, Manpreet said:
“When I presented the first bud-
get of this government in 2017-
18, there was an unfunded gap
of Rs 10,273 crore which was
brought down to Rs 4,175 crore
in 2018-19. While we see a
small carry forward of our lia-
bilities to the next year, for
2019-20, there is now much
reduced unfunded gap of Rs
2,323 crore.”

The total revenue receipts
has been estimated at Rs 78,510
crore for the next financial year
as against Rs 70,399 crore for

2018-19. State’s total receipts
have been pegged at Rs 1,54,170
crore.
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Agriculture and Allied
Activities : Rs 4120 crore
(19.77 percent)
Rural Development

: Rs 1527 crore (7.33 percent)
Irrigation and Flood
Control: Rs 916 crore (4.40
percent)
E n e r g y
: Rs 111 crore (0.53 percent)
Industry and Minerals : Rs
143 crore (0.69 percent)
T r a n s p o r t

: Rs 1084 crore (5.20 percent)
Science, Technology, 

Environment: Rs 105 crore
(0.50 percent)

General Economic
Services: Rs 680 crore (3.26
percent)

Social Services
: Rs 11,945 crore (57.31 per-
cent)
General Services

: Rs 210 crore (1.01 percent)
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Punjab Government has allo-
cated �300 crore for the cel-

ebration of 550th birth anniver-
sary of Sikhism founder Guru
Nanak Dev this year, Finance
Minister Manpreet Badal said
while presenting the state bud-
get.

“The Government of
Punjab as a humble tribute has
endeavoured to celebrate ‘550th
Prakash Purab’ of Sri Guru
Nanak Dev Ji. It is a momen-
tous occasion to celebrate and
dedicate ourselves to the mes-
sage of universal brotherhood
given by the Great Guru,” Badal
said in his speech.

As a part of the ongoing
celebrations, the state govern-
ment has already launched a
series of infrastructure devel-
opment programmes in the
historic towns of Sultanpur
Lodhi, Dera Baba Nanak and

Batala, Badal said.
“We shall set up a heritage

museum, named ‘Pind Babe
Nanak Da, at Sultanpur Lodhi,
depicting the life and times of
Sri Guru Nanak Dev Ji. The
museum would help to connect
with Punjabis who have been
away from Punjab for a long
time,” Badal said. He said as a
part of the celebrations, the
government shall establish the
Sri Guru Nanak Dev National
Institute of Inter-faith Studies
in Guru Nanak Dev University
at Amritsar.

"I also propose a humble
allocation of Rs 300 crore in
2019-20 for celebration of
550th Prakash Purab of Sri
Guru Nanak Dev Ji. I assure the
House that suitable additional
support, whatever and when-
ever required, would also be
provided during the year to
mark these celebrations,” said
Badal.
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Har yana  cadre  1988-
batch IPS officer, Manoj

Yadava ,  at  pres ent  on
Central deputation to the
Intelligence Bureau, is  the
new Director General of
Police, Haryana.

"The Governor is pleased
to appoint Manoj Yadav as
DGP, Haryana. His term
shall be for a period of two
years  f rom the  date  of
assumption of duty," stated
the order issued by Haryana
Government on Monday.

Yadava, currently serv-
ing as Additional Director in
the IB, has already given his
consent to return to his par-
ent state.  

After the retirement of
former DGP BS Sandhu, the
Haryana Government had
appointed Dr KP Singh, a
senior IPS officer of the
1985  batch ,  to  assume
charge of DGP, Haryana, in
addit ion to  his  present
duties. 

The  tenure  of   B  S
Sandhu, who was scheduled
to retire in September 2018
had ended on January 31
after he was granted a three-
month extension in service
earlier.
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Punjab Assembly on Monday
resolved to donate one

month’s salary of each legisla-
tor to the next of kin of CRPF
personnel killed in the
Pulwama attack.

A resolution to give one
month salary by each MLA was
adopted unanimously by the
Punjab Assembly here.

The resolution was moved
by Congress legislator
Parminder Singh Pinki. Forty
CRPF personnel were killed

and five injured on Thursday in
one of the deadliest terror
attacks in Jammu and Kashmir
when a Pakistan-based Jaish-e-
Mohammad suicide bomber
rammed a vehicle carrying
over 100 kg of explosives into
their bus in Pulwama district.
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Punjab Vidhan Sabha on
Monday witnessed what it

has not seen in the recent his-
tor y.  The House was
adjourned in between the
Finance Minister’s budget
speech.

A complete pandemoni-
um prevailed in the House
when the Cabinet Minister
Navjot Singh Sidhu and his
arch rival SAD MLA Bikram
Majithia entered into a slang-
ing match at the time the
Finance Minister Manpreet
Badal was presenting the bud-
get estimates for 2019-20.

Manpreet’s budget speech
was interrupted by the
Speaker Rana KP Singh in the

wake of continuous sloga-
neering by the SAD-BJP
MLAs protesting in the well of
the House against  
Sidhu’s “pro-Pak” remarks
after Pulwama terror attack,
standing close to Manpreet’s
seat.

“It was sheer violation of
House rules. They were stand-
ing just ahead the Manpreet’s
seat ,  close to his  mic.  
In fact, their voice was more
audible than that of the
Finance Minister. They were
not supposed to be there. It is
a matter of privilege,” a
Congress MLA, on the basis
of  anonymity,  told The
Pioneer.

Congress MLA Kuljit
Singh Nagra maintained that
never in the recallable histo-

ry had the Finance Minister’s
speech was interrupted the
way it was done today.

Agreeing, a veteran jour-
nalist maintained, “I have
covered assembly session in
Punjab,  Har yana and
Himachal. Never ever the
house was adjourned in the
middle of the budget speech.
This is happening for the
first time.”
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After the House was
adjourned, the visibly irate
Cooperation Minister
Sukhjinder Singh Randhawa
expressed anger over his gov-
ernment's “inability” to “nail
down” Majithia despite hav-
ing ample proof.

Sidhu, who had lost his
cool during verbal spat with
Majithia, told the Chief
Minister that they should be
“ashamed that we are not
taking any action against
Majithia” — virtually knock-
ing Capt Amarinder for a
six.

Capt Amarinder was
looking at Randhawa and
Sidhu in surprise, and then
turn on the other side. As
Congress MLA 
Parminder Pinki tried to calm
him down, Sidhu pushed him
away.

The Congress leaders’
anger against their own “gov-
ernment’s inability” to nail
down Akalis was supported
by the Aam Aadmi Party and
Lok Insaaf Party MLAs.
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Chandigarh: Residents in
Chandigarh were on Monday
asked by the local Municipal
Corporation (MC) to brace for
water supply shutdown for the
next 36 due to ongoing work in

the water supply line for the
Union Territory.

There was no water supply
in the entire city on Monday
evening.

MC officials said that

water supply on Tuesday
morning and evening (4 am to
8 am and 6.30 pm to 8.30 pm)
will be at low pressure.

"Due to ongoing work of
intake sump at take off point
at Kajauli (Bhakra mainline
canal) for connection of Phase
V & VI, there will be no
pumping of raw water from
Kajauli to Chandigarh on
February 18 and 19," an MC
spokesman said.

The city had faced water
shortage on February 7 to 10
also due to the ongoing work
to augment water supply.

"At present, Chandigarh is
getting 58 MGD (million gal-
lons per day) of raw water from
Phase I to IV from Kajauli. The
work of Phase V and VI for
bringing 29 MGD additional
raw water from Kajauli before
summer season is nearly com-
pletion," the spokesman said.

The MC is promising that
with the additional supply
capacity, the city, with a pop-
ulation of over 1.1 million
people, will get 24x7 water sup-
ply. To overcome the water
shortage faced by residents on
Monday and Tuesday, the MC
has made arrangements to
supply water through 62 water
tankers.

IANS
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Citing space constraints in
Census questionnaires and

increase in workload of
already-overworked enumera-
tors with data related works, the
Registrar General of India has
turned down the proposal of
the Indian Organisation for
Rare Diseases (I-ORD), to
incorporate patient data col-
lection in the Census 2021
programme.

“By just placing a column
on rare disease in the Census
2021 questionnaire, we can
identify patients across the
country and their demograph-
ics easily. This opportunity
will not come for another
decade if we miss capitalising
it this time. The data acquired
from this census will result in
a huge revolution in RD
research, orphan drug devel-
opment and treatment as India
has huge numbers, or one-
thirds of global rare disease
patients,” I-ORD president Dr
Ramaiah Muthyala explained.

He lamented that though
6-8 per cent of Indians, or
approximately 9-10 crore peo-
ple, suffer from one of the
7,000-plus identified rare dis-
eases, the country does not
have any empirical evidence for
estimating disease burden or

developing affordable orphan
drugs. India does not even
have a proper policy on rare
diseases as the Union Health
Ministry is still working to
revise its promise of an initial
corpus fund of �100 crore for
the treatment of patients with
rare genetic diseases, many of
them children.

By including the data in the
census would help in getting to
know their actual number and
hence adequate attention to

policies. However, sources said
that the RGI has refused to
include the column on rare dis-
eases stating that the ques-
tionnaire was already quite
exhaustive and it was not fea-
sible to overload the enumer-
ators with more works. 

According to the World
Health Organisation (WHO),
there are estimated 5,000-8,000
rare diseases, conditions that
are primarily chronic and life-
threatening. Most of these are

genetic in nature, with the
majority manifesting in child-
hood. In fact, recognising the
importance of data to treat rare
disease sufferers, the Indian
Council of Medical Research
(ICMR) had two years back
announced the creation of
Indian Rare Disease Registry,
but the project is yet to take off.

“As the diagnosis of such
cases is difficult and not avail-
able at all levels of facility it will
not reflect the burden of dis-
ease. The ICMR is going to ini-
tiate soon Indian Rare Diseases
Registry to address unmet
needs of people with rare dis-
eases,” as per the ICMR.

“In fact, the council had
announced the creation of reg-
istries in April 2017. The intent
of placing the column in
Census 2021 is neither to dupli-
cate nor to replace the efforts
of the ICMR. We seek to work
with the council,” Muthyala
said.

In India around 70 Million
are affected by rare diseases.
RDs include inherited cancers,
autoimmune disorders, con-
genital malformations, and
infectious diseases amongst
others include Hemangiomas,
Hirschsprung disease, Gaucher
disease, cystic fibrosis, muscu-
lar dystrophies and Lysosomal
Storage Disorders.
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Darbhanga MP Kirti Azad,
who was suspended by

the ruling BJP for anti-party
activities, joined the Congress
on Monday in the presence of
party chief Rahul Gandhi.
Terming it his “ghar wapsi”
(homecoming), Azad slammed
BJP for its alleged lack of inter-
nal democracy and for ped-
dling in rhetoric. 

Addressing a press confer-
ence after finally being induct-
ed in the party once repre-
sented by his father and veter-
an leader late Bhagwat Jha
Azad, Kirti said he served the
BJP selflessly for 26 years, but
under the Modi Government
he realised that the “real face
behind the mask had started to
become evident”.

“I felt bad when I heard
jumlas, I saw corruption...I felt
that the place where my father
started his political career and
served, I should also do ghar
wapsi and serve there. I have
made a ghar wapsi,” he said.
Bhagwat Jha Azad also served
as Bihar Chief Minister for a
brief period. 

“Today in front of Rahul
Gandhi I joined the Congress,
I felicitated him in traditional
Mithila style,” Azad tweeted,
along with photographs of him
with the Congress president.
AICC general secretary Bihar-
incharge Shakti Sinh Gohil
welcomed Azad into the party
and said that it was not possi-
ble for any person with self-
respect to stay in the BJP under
Modi and party chief Amit
Shah.
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Asserting that the time for
talks has passed, Prime

Minister Narendra Modi on
Monday called on world lead-
ers for united action against ter-
rorism and its supporters. The
comments came as part of the
joint statement between India
and Argentina during the
ongoing three-day visit of
Argentine President Mauricio
Macri here. Macri is the first
international leader to visit
India after the Pulwama attack
that claimed lives of 40 Central
Reserve Police Force personnel
in Kashmir last week. 

“I and President Macri
agree with the view that ter-
rorism is a serious danger to
world’s peace and stability. The
cruel attack in Pulwama shows
that the time for talks has
passed,” Modi said in a Press
statement in presence of Marci.
“Now it is required that the
world unites against terrorism
and those who support it.
Hesitation to take action
against terrorism and those
who support it is a kin to
encouraging terrorism,” Modi
said, without naming Pakistan. 

Being a part of G20 coun-
tries, it’s also important that we
implement 11 point agenda of
Hamburg Leaders Statement.

India and Argentina will issue
a special declaration on ter-
rorism today,” he further 
stated.

President Macri, while
condemning the attack, extend-
ed Argentina’s support to India
in the fight against terrorism.
“I would like to convey my con-
dolences to the victims of the
cruel attack (Pulwama) perpe-

trated just a few days ago. We
condemn every kind of terror-
ist attack. I am truly pleased to
be able to work together to fight
this scourge on mankind,”
Macri also said.

In a joint special declara-
tion to fight terrorism, both
leaders agreed that terrorism
poses a grave threat to global
peace and stability and noted

the need for concerted action
by the global community
against terrorism.

They stressed, particularly
emphasising the “scourge of
cross-border terrorism”, that
there could be no justification
for acts of terror on any
grounds whatsoever. “They
reiterated their commitment to
combat terrorism in all its

forms and manifestations, and
asserted that strong measures
should be taken against ter-
rorists, terror organisations,
their networks and all those
who encourage, support,
finance and provide 
safe haven to terrorists and ter-
ror groups,” the special decla-
ration said. 

The two leaders also
underscored the need to ensure
that terrorist organisations do
not get access to any Weapon
of Mass Destruction (WMD)
or technologies or finances
and committed to cooperate in
the specialised multilateral fora.
The leaders stressed that ter-
rorism is a “global scourge” that
must be fought and terrorist
safe havens rooted out in every
part of the world. 

The international commu-
nity has united in its condem-
nation of terrorism following
the Pulwama attack, with the
USA telling Pakistan to stop
providing a safe haven and sup-
port to terrorist organisations.
India had earlier called its
High Commissioner to
Pakistan, Ajay Bisaria, to Delhi
for consultations after the
attack. Pakistan has since
rejected all allegations, going as
far as calling Mahmood back to
Islamabad “for consultations”
on February 18.
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In her first meeting at the
party’s war room in Delhi,

Congress General Secretary
Priyanka Gandhi Vadra con-
veyed to party leaders hailing
from Uttar Pradesh that the
forthcoming polls should be
made to appear as a direct fight
between the ruling BJP and the
Congress. 

At the same time, at the
backdrop of high expectations
from her, she said that she
doesn’t have any magic wand
and that only the full cooper-
ation of party workers will
bring the desired results. 

She also warned party
workers that anyone found
indulging in anti-party activi-
ties will be shown the door. “I
cannot do a miracle from the
top level, the workers need to
strengthen the party at the
booth level and I need your
support for strengthening the
party in the State,” said a leader
quoting Priyanka as saying
during the meeting.

During the meeting, held at
the Congress’ war room at 15
Gurudwara Rakabganj Road,
Priyanka reviewed the booth-

level organisation of the party.
She asked the Congress work-
ers to strengthen the booth-
level organisation of the party. 

Priyanka said she was still
learning about the organisation
and comprehending what
needs to be changed to
strengthen Congress in UP.
She had conducted marathon
meetings with people from
almost 41 constituencies in
Lucknow last week after her
maiden visit as the grand old
party’s office bearers. 

Priyanka’s UP East cam-
paign is eagerly awaited by
party workers and the people,
sources in the Congress said
adding she will be visiting the
families of CRPF jawans from
the state killed in the Pulwama

terror attack. Party is also plan-
ning scheduling her visits to
families of those who died in
the hooch tragedy.

She is likely to start cam-
paign by visiting the Kumbh
Mela in Prayagraj later this
week and then visit Modi’s
Lok Sabha constituency as part
of her four-day tour this month
to assess the ground situation
in the region under her charge.

Anand Bhawan, the ances-
tral house of Priyanka Gandhi,
has been decked up for her visit
and preparations are also in full
swing at the Sewa Dal camp in
Kumbh. Post Prayagraj,
Priyanka Gandhi might visit
Varanasi for three to four days.
She is also expected to be in
Ahemdabad on February 28 to
participate in the Congress
Workers Committee meeting.

Her Varanasi itinerary also
includes a visit to the Kashi
Vishwanath temple and road-
show in the holy city is also on
the cards. Priyanka alongwith
her brother Rahul Gandhi and
her counterpart for UP West
Jyotriaditya Scindia held a
roadshow on February 11 in
Lucknow. While Priyanka has
been assigned 41 constituencies
including Prime  Minister
Narendra Modi’s Varanasi,
Scindia has 39 constituencies
for the upcoming 2019 Lok
Sabha Polls.
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The Supreme Court Monday
refused to entertain a PIL

seeking court-monitored inves-
tigation into incidents of fight-
er plane crashes including the
recent crash of 
Mirage-2000 trainer aircraft
near Bengaluru in which two
Indian Air Force (IAF) pilots

were killed.
A bench comprising Chief

Justice Ranjan Gogoi and
Justice Sanjiv Khanna said
there cannot be a judicial
inquiry into such mishappen-
ings.

“The Supreme Court can-
not undertake judicial enquiry
into mishappenings involving
fighter jets,” the Bench said. 
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West Bengal Government
and its police refuted

CBI allegations in the Supreme
Court Monday that they
obstructed investigation into
the Saradha chit fund scam
cases, with the State cops
asserting the Central agency
forcefully tried to enter the
Kolkata Police Commissioner’s
residence on February 3 with-
out valid papers.

Chief Secretary Malay
Kumar De, DGP Virendera
Kumar and Kolkata Police
Commissioner Rajeev Kumar
filed separate affidavits in the
apex court on the contempt
petition moved by the CBI in
connection with the scam and
tendered “unconditional and
unambiguous apology” alleged
disobedience of the court.

The trio maintained how-
ever that the West Bengal
Government and the State
police at no point of time
obstructed investigation nor
any official denied cooperation
to CBI.

The officers opposed the
contempt petition against them
in which the CBI alleged that
they were tampering with evi-
dence and not complying with
the apex court’s various orders
relating to the probe by assert-
ing that there was a need for
directions to CBI not to make
any vague allegations without
substantial and cogent evi-

dence. 
Referring to the February

3 incident, Police
Commissioner Rajeev Kumar
said in his affidavit that CBI
forcibly tried to enter his house
without valid papers. The con-
tention has been supported by
the DGP in his affidavit. 

They have also claimed
that no police officials went on
‘dharna manch’ where West
Bengal Chief Minister Mamata
Banerjee sat to protest the CBI
action.

Kumar, against whom CBI
has alleged tampering of elec-
tronic evidence including call
detail records, said he was
never in direct possession of
evidence, material or docu-
ments. 

They responded to the
notices issued on February 5 by
the apex court which had asked
them to clarify their stand on
the allegation that evidence
was tampered with and the
state police was not cooperat-
ing with the Central Bureau of
Investigation.

A Bench headed by Chief
Justice Ranjan Gogoi had said
that after perusing the affi-
davits, a decision will be taken
whether they would required to
make personal appearance
before it on February 20.

It said the Secretary
General of the apex court will
inform the trio on Feb 19
whether they are required to be
present on February 20.
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The Supreme Court Monday
refused to entertain a peti-

tion challenging Centre’s noti-
fication advising the media to
not use the term “Dalit” to
describe members of
Scheduled Castes.

A bench headed by Chief
Justice of India Ranjan Gogoi
and Justice Sanjiv Khanna said
it was not interested in enter-
taining a petition that chal-
lenged the 2018 advisory of the
Information and Broadcasting
Ministry asking private satellite
television channels to use
Scheduled Caste instead of
Dalit.

Senior advocate Kapil
Sibal, appearing for petitioner
VA Ramesh Nathan, ques-
tioned the legality of the cir-
cular and said, “How can the
Government of India issue
such a circular questioning my
identity”.

The bench remained
unimpressed and said, “At this
stage, we are not interested in
entertaining this petition.
Dismissed.”

The Ministry, in its August
7, 2018 circular, had advised
that the media should refrain
from using the word “Dalit” for
members belonging to
Scheduled Castes and had
directed that ‘Scheduled Caste’
should alone be used for all
official transaction, matters,
dealings, certificates for denot-
ing the persons belonging to
the community.
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The Supreme Court Monday
refused to allow reopening

of Vedanta’s Sterlite plant in
Tamil Nadu’s Tuticorin, which
was at the centre of massive
protests over pollution con-
cerns, but granted the compa-
ny liberty to approach the
High Court.

A Bench headed by Justice
RF Nariman allowed Tamil
Nadu’s appeal against the
National Green Tribunal
(NGT) order only on grounds
of maintainability and said the
tribunal has no jurisdiction to
order reopening of the plant.

The court was hearing a
plea by Vedanta group seeking
a direction to Tamil Nadu
Pollution Control Board
(TNPCB) to implement the
NGT order which had set aside
the Government’s decision to
close the plant.

On January 8, the apex

court had paved the way to re-
open the plant by refusing to
stay the  tribunal’s order. 

It had also stayed the last
year’s December 21 decision of
the Madurai bench of the
Madras High Court which had
ordered status quo with respect
to re-opening the plant.

The state had moved the
top court, saying the NGT had
“erroneously” set aside various
orders passed by the TNPCB
last year with regard to the
Sterlite plant.
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Kids as young as 10 and
elders as old as 75 years are

in the grip of alcohol in the
country. Overall, 16 crore peo-
ple across the States are con-
suming liquor with
Chhattisgarh, Tripura, Punjab,
Arunachal Pradesh and Goa
having the highest prevalence
of its usage, as per a
Government survey.

Conducted by the Social
Justice and Empowerment
Ministry in collaboration with
the All India Institute of
Medical Sciences (AIIMS), the
survey titled “Prevalence and
Extent of Substance Use in
India” covered all 36 states
and Union territories.

The study which was led by
Dr Atul Ambekar, principal
investigator of the survey, also
professor at National Drug
Dependence Treatment Centre,
AIIMS said, that alcohol con-
sumption is 17 times higher
among men than women.

Among those dependent
on alcohol, one in 38 reported
some form of treatment, while
one in 180 reported getting in-
patient treatment or hospital-
isation.

At the national level,

2,00,111 households were vis-
ited in 186 districts and a total
of 4,73,569 individuals were
interviewed, the report stated.

After alcohol, cannabis,
and opioids are the next com-
monly-used substances in the
country, the survey has found.

About 2.8 per cent of
Indians (around 3.1 crores)
reported having used some
cannabis product in the last 12
months.

At the national level, the
most commonly used opioid is
the heroine (used by 1.14 per
cent of the people surveyed),
followed by pharmaceutical
opioids (used by 0.96 per cent
of the people surveyed) and
opium (used by 0.52 per cent
of the people surveyed). 

About 1.08 per cent
(around 1.18 crore) of Indians
in the 10-75 age group use
sedatives (non-medical, non-

prescription use), as per the
survey.

At the national level, an
estimated 4.6 lakh children
and 18 lakh adults need help
for inhaler use, the survey
found. 

The survey also pointed
out that nearly 3 per cent
Indians use cannabis to get
high with Uttar Pradesh top-
ping the chart in use of the nar-
cotic substance. Bhang is the
most common form of
cannabis used in the country,
followed by ganja and charas.

The survey found that 3.1
crore Indians between the age
of 10 and 75 years or 2.8 per
cent of the total population
used cannabis in the last twelve
months to get high. 

According to the
Government, about 72 lakh
individuals need help for their
cannabis use problems.
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The Enforcement
Directorate (ED) on

Monday summoned Robert
Vadra, brother-in-law of
Congress president Rahul
Gandhi, to appear before it on
Tuesday for questioning in
connection with a money laun-
dering case relating to acquisi-
tion of assets abroad. 

Earlier this month, Vadra
was questioned by the ED in
the case for three days in the
national capital. Vadra was
also quizzed by the agency last
week in Jaipur in the Bikaner
land scam case. 

On Saturday, a designated
court here had extended the
interim bail of Vadra till March
2.

The case relates to allega-
tions of money laundering in
the purchase of a London-
based property at 12, Bryanston
Square worth 1.9 million
pounds. The agency suspects
this flat is owned by Vadra.

The ED attached assets
worth �4.62 crore after the
probe revealed these assets as
having been created from the
“proceeds of crime”. 
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Bengal Chief Minister
Mamta Banerjee has

brought a serious charge
against the Central
Government accussing it of
tapping her telephones in order
to get informations about her.

The Bengal Chief Minister
on Monday told media that the
Narendra Modi Government
was misusing the various cen-
tral agencies and illegally tap-
ping her phones and getting
information about her. 

“I have full evidence to
prove that the centre is using
the agencies to tap my phone,”
which was unethical and unde-
mocratic she said.

The Mamta Banerjee — led
Trinomool Congress had been
locked in a bitter turf war in
Bengal which has only accel-

erated two — three months
ahead on the General Elections.
“The BJP and the RSS are try-
ing to fan communal tension in
Bengal, “in which they will
never succed.

Banerjee also accused the
Prime Minister of playing pol-
itics on sensitive issues. Her
remarks came after Modi made
similar remarks against her.
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Welcoming the Supreme
Court order, setting aside

the NGT directive to reopen
the Sterlite plant, an activist of
the movement against the cop-
per unit said it has brought
‘relief and solace’ to people 
in Tuticorin.

Those in favour of the
company being reopened how-
ever said they would collec-
tively move the Madras High
Court as per the avenues made

available by the top court.
Anti-Sterlite movement

activist Fathima Babu 
said people were relieved on
hearing about the apex court
decision.

“It is a big relief and solace
for the people and family mem-
bers of those people who lost
their lives during the 
agitation. I saw quite a lot of
enthusiasm among the people
of Tuticorin. We welcome the
Supreme Court’s decision,” 
she said.

Fathima Babu said the state
Government had stood its
ground during the movement
and should now bring 
the matter to its logical 
conclusion.

“It has to initiate criminal
proceedings against the com-
pany, besides making them
clean up the entire place and
provide compensation to all
those affected,” she said.

Thoothukudi Contractors
Association President S
Thiagarajan said it was an

“unexpected decision”.
“We are all locals and have

not experienced anything like
what has been alleged. There
are townships in the vicinity. If
there was an issue, do you think
people would reside there?.
None expected such a decision.
We will collectively approach
Madras High Court,” he said.

Tamil Nadu State Stevedore
RPT Stevedore Association
Vice President Peer
Mohammed said industry was
essential for any state or coun-

try for development.
“We expected a favourable

judgement. The company
should have initially
approached the High Court,
instead of directly going to the
Supreme Court. Now we will
move the High Court as per the
directions,” he said.

Mohammed, who is
involved in logistics and trans-
portation of copper, rock phos-
phate and coal to the Sterlite
plant, said those dependent on
the plant have suffered a lot.

The Apex Court Monday
refused to allow reopening of
Vedanta’s Sterlite plant, which
was at the centre of massive
protests over pollution con-
cerns, but granted it liberty to
approach the high court against
the state government’s order to
shut it down.

It allowed Tamil Nadu’s
appeal against the NGT order
only on grounds of maintain-
ability and said the tribunal has
no jurisdiction to order
reopening of the plant. 
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Shillong: A Bangladesh national,
who was caught by BSF trying to
cross the International border in
Meghalayas East Jaintia Hills dis-
trict, was on Monday handed
over to the BGB as a goodwill ges-
ture, officials said.

The BSF troops deployed at
Laijuri area in East Jaintia Hills
district apprehended one
Bangladeshi national  Saidul Islam
— while trying to sneak into
Indian territory.

After preliminary question-
ing, the 35 year-old man hailing
from Utholigram village under
Chouranga district was handed
over to Border Guards Bangladesh
(BGB) in presence of local police
as a goodwill gesture, a BSF
spokesperson said in a statement.

He said the BSF troops has also
seized 266 cattle and contraband
items worth over Rs 57 lakh while
being smuggled out from India to
Bangladesh on the International
Border along Meghalaya since in
the past one week.

These cattle and items were
seized from Tukya, Nayabazar,
Lyngkhat, Umsyiem, Ryngku,
Mukamchera and Shella in East
Khasi Hills district, Muktapur in
West Jaintia Hills district,
Gumaghat in South West Khasi
Hills and Baghmara in South
Garo Hills district of Meghalaya,
the statement said.

The apprehension and the
seizure of cattle and items were
made following the BSF stepping
up their special drive against the
illegal intruders and intensified
operations on the Indo-
Bangladesh Border to prevent
trans border criminals from car-
rying out anti-national activities,
it said. Meghalaya Frontier of the
BSF is in charge of guarding 
the 443 km-long Indo-Bangladesh
border, most parts of which 
are unfenced, hilly and difficult 
to man. PTI

Aizawl: The Congress on
Monday appealed to the people
of Mizoram and the north east-
ern region to vote against the BJP
and its allies in the coming Lok
Sabha polls as it is determined to
legislate the contentious
Citizenship Amendment Bill.

BJP national president Amit
Shah told a rally at Lakhimpur
in Assam on Sunday that if the
the Narendra Modi-led BJP
Government returns to power in
the coming Lok Sabha elec-
tions, it would ensure the passage
of the Bill.

It had been passed in the
Lok Sabha on January 8, it was
not tabled in the Rajya Sabha.
The Bill is now set to lapse on
June 3, when the tenure of the
present Lok Sabha ends.

“As BJP is hell bent on the
passage of the proposed amend-
ment bill, the people of Mizoram

as well as the north eastern
states should unite against the
BJP and its allies for the defeat
of the proposed legislation,” the
statement said.

The Congress said that the
fact that Shah “dared” to express
on the soil of the north east BJP’s
determination to pass the pro-
posed amendment bill showed
that he has no respect for the
people of the region and their
wishes. The North East Students
Organisation(NESO), which
spearheaded the movement
against the Bill, also issued a
press statement condemning the
speeches of Shah.

“We are against the illegal
Bangladeshis and we do not dif-
ferentiate them on the basis of
their religion. An illegal
Bangladeshi is an illegal
Bangladeshi, irrespective of
whether the person is a Hindu or
a Muslim,” it said. The body fur-
ther stated that the students of
the north east region will never
accept the ‘draconian bill’ and
called upon all the indigenous
peoples of the region to thwart
the “evil designs” for the survival
of the race, identity, culture, lan-
guage and future generations.

The Citizenship(Amend-
ment) Bill, 2019 provides for
according Indian citizenship to
Hindus, Jains, Christians, Sikhs,
Buddhists and Parsis from
Bangladesh, Pakistan and
Afghanistan after seven years of
residence in India instead of 12
years, which is the norm cur-
rently, even if they do not pos-
sess any document. 

Kolkata: West Bengal Chief
Minister Mamata Banerjee on
Monday wrote to Prime
Minister Narendra Modi urg-
ing him to initiate a high-level
probe into financial impropri-
ety and possible misappropri-
ation of savings of common
people due to the debt crisis in
Infrastructure Leasing &
Financial Services (IL&FS) Ltd.

The crisis has put to peril
“lakhs and lakhs of employees”
of private and public sector
enterprises who had put their
hard-earned money into the
company, she said.

In her letter to Modi,
Banerjee said the crisis in
IL&FS calls into question the
role of LIC and the SBI, along
with that of major credit rating
institutions of the country.

Both LIC and SBI are
stakeholders in the infrastruc-
ture conglomerate.

The Chief Minister wrote,
“These grave financial irregu-
larities, which have continued
unabated under the Union
Government, have placed
financial security of the people
in even graver danger.

Demonetisation and hasty and
unplanned implementation of
the GST took away livelihood
of common people. Now
IL&FS’ financial debacle is tak-
ing away their savings.”

“I would, therefore, urge
you to kindly initiate a high-
level impartial and indepen-
dent probe into the sordid
affairs of financial impropriety
and possible misappropriation
of the life savings of the com-
mon people due to the IL&FS
fiasco,” she said.

“Such a probe and its find-
ings must lead to the punish-
ment of those guilty of defraud-
ing the people and will also
ensure that hard-earned sav-
ings of our common people are
not further jeopardised,” she
added. The crisis had surfaced
in October last year when
IL&FS defaulted on payments
to lenders, triggering panic in
the markets. 

The IL&FS group of com-
panies is estimated to have out-
standing loans of about �60,000
crore to banks and financial
institutions, while the total debt
is over �91,000 crore. PTI
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Guwahati: Assam Government
on Monday informed the
Assembly that it did not have
any data whether any of the
29,800 “foreigners” deported to
Bangladesh between 2016 and
2018 had returned to the State.

From May 2016, when the
BJP led Government came to
power in the State, and August
2018, a total of 29,800 people
were declared foreigners living
in Assam illegally and were
deported, Minister Chandra
Mohan Patowary said.

He was replying on behalf
of CM Sonowal who holds the
Home portfolio, to starred
questions of Ramendra
Narayan Kalita of AGP and
Nurul Huda of Congress.
Asked if those who had been
deported to Bangladesh came
back to Assam, the 
Minister said there is no data
immediately available on this
matter. PTI
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Former Jammu & Kashmir
Chief Ministers Omar

Abdullah and Mehbooba Mufti
on Monday issued a joint
appeal for maintaining com-
munal harmony across the
country and urged the Centre
to ensure safety and security
Kashmiris in other States. 

The appeal came against
the backdrop of reports of
attacks on Kashmiris in some
parts of the country following
the terror incident, in which 40
CRPF personnel were killed 
on Thursday. The two leaders
underscored the need to main-
tain communal harmony
across the country. 

By “attacking, terrorising,
intimidating Kashmiris, the

youngsters of Kashmir are
implicitly being told that they
have no future outside of the
valley,” National Conference
leader Omar Abdullah and PDP
president Mehbooba Mufti said. 

“Intimidating” Kashmiris
was aimed at creating a wedge
between different communities
in India, they said. 

“We should not allow ter-
ror to divide us. By using such
incidents to divide us, we fall
into the trap of those behind
the attack on CRPF soldiers; we
are wittingly or unwittingly

playing to the tunes of our ene-
mies,” they said in the appeal.

They asserted that attack-
ing the innocent because of
their ethnicity or religion was
“no way to honour the sacrifice
of the CRPF men”. 

“Kashmiri Muslims or the
Muslims of Jammu didn’t
attack our CRPF jawans the
other day, terrorists did. This
violence is a convenient tool by
some to shift the blame. Let us
unite against terror, let’s not
allow terror to divide us,” the
NC and PDP leaders said.
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Srinagar: PDP president
Mehbooba Mufti on Monday
expressed condolences to the
families of soldiers killed in the
Pulwama encounter, saying the
bloodshed will only stop 
when the Centre overhauls 
its approach to Jammu &
Kashmir.

“Deepest condolences to
the families. This bloodshed
will only stop when GoI
(Government of India) over-
hauls its approach (rather lack
of it) towards J&K,” the former
Jammu and Kashmir Chief
Minister said in a tweet.

She expressed the need to
“stop the obsession with
Pakistan” and “set our own
house in order”.

“Lets drop the obsession
with Pakistan and get our own
house in order. The current
attitude will only worsen the
situation & polarise the nation
(sic),” she added.

Two Jaish terrorists, includ-
ing a Pakistani commander of
the group being investigated for
his role in the February 14
CRPF bombing. PTI
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Jammu: Jammu & Kashmir
Governor Satya Pal Malik on
Monday discussed with his
advisors issues relating to effec-
tive maintenance of law and
order and directed that no
anti-social element be allowed
to disturb peace in the State.

K Vijay Kumar and KK
Sharma, advisers to the
Governor, met him at the Raj
Bhavan on Monday evening
and briefed the Governor about
the prevailing law and order sit-
uation in the aftermath of the
recent terror attack in Pulwama
district, a Raj Bhavan
spokesman said.

He said the Governor dis-
cussed with advisers issues
relating to effective mainte-
nance of law and order and
directed them that no anti-
social element should be
allowed to disturb peace and
harmony in the State.

He also directed that avail-

ability of essential commodities
and medicines be ensured by
the administration. PTI
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Srinagar: Senior Hurriyat
Conference leader Maulana
Abbas Ansari on Monday
asked the Jammu & 
Kashmir Government to with-
draw security personnel post-
ed at his residence.

His statement comes a day
after security cover of six sep-
aratist leaders, including
Mirwaiz Umar Farooq, was
withdrawn, a decision that
comes in the aftermath of the
Pulwama terror strike in which
44 CRPF personnel were killed.

PTI
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Shahjahanpur/Bhadohi: Two
youths, one of them charged
with sedition, were arrested in
Shahjahanpur and Bhadohi
districts of Uttar Pradesh on
Monday for allegedly posting
“anti-India” remarks on social
media, police said.

A youth, identified as
Farhan, was arrested in
Shahjahanpur for allegedly
posting the picture of a burn-
ing tricolour with a slogan
denouncing India on social
networking site Facebook, SP
(City) Dinesh Tripathi said.

Members of a right-wing
group lodged a complaint in
this regard, following which
Farhan was arrested, police
said. In Bhaodhi, Zeeshan Khan
was arrested for allegedly post-
ing an objectionable Facebook
comment on February 15.

The post went viral after
which a sedition case was
lodged against Khan and he
was arrested, police said. PTI
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Jammu: Senior BJP leader
Kavinder Gupta on Monday
called for a probe against NC
and PDP leaders for allegedly
making anti-India statements.

“The BJP criticises the role
of mainstream political parties
which are giving anti-India
statements and mislead the
innocent Kashmiri people. The
role of all such leaders from the
National Conference and the
PDP should be thoroughly
examined and the culprits
should be put behind the bars,”
Gupta said in a statement here.

His statement came a day
after NC president Farooq
Abdullah said the Kashmiris are
not responsible for Pulwama
attack, but such type of incidents
will continue till the “Kashmir
issue is resolved politically”.
Gupta said there is a need to for-
mulate policy to check role of all
those elements who were pro-
viding any type of assistance to
“anti-national elements”. PTI
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The wife of an Army jawan
allegedly committed sui-

cide in Gujarat’s Devbhoomi
Dwarka district as she had
become anxious about his safe-
ty, police said on Monday.

Meenakshi Jethwa (22) had
become worried about her hus-
band Bhupendrasinh’s safety
especially in the wake of the
attack on a CRPF convoy ear-
lier last week, they said.

She was found to have
hanged herself from the ceiling
of her house in Khambhaliya
town on Saturday.

Her husband, posted at
Gulmarg in Jammu & Kashmir,
was visiting home on leave
when the incident took place.

The couple had got mar-
ried only two years ago.

Meenakshi did not want
him to return to Kashmir, said
a local police official.

Jethwa had told his wife
about how he once narrowly

escaped an avalanche while
on duty. This, in addition to the
February 14 attack in which 40
CRPF jawans were killed, made
her all the more apprehensive,
the police official said.

“As the date of his depar-
ture neared, she got depressed
and hanged herself,” a police
official said, adding that further
probe was underway. PTI
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Sikkim Chief Minister Pawan
Kumar Chamling on

Monday said the State
Government would like to
sponsor education of the chil-
dren of 44 CRPF personnel
martyred in the terror attack in
Jammu & Kashmir’s Pulwama
district last week.

However, this will be 
possible only if the Central
Government agrees to the 
proposal, Chamling said in
the Assembly, without elabo-
rating. The Chief Minister said
his Government has also
announced an ex-gratia of �3
lakh each to the next of kin of
the CRPF personnel killed in
the attack on February 14.

Members of the Sikkim
Assembly also paid tribute to
the martyrs and observed two-
minute silence as a mark of
respect to them.

Kolkata: West Bengal Chief
Minister Mamata Banerjee on
Monday questioned the timing
of the Pulwama terror attack,
asking whether the
Government wanted to go to
war when Lok Sabha elections
were round the corner.

She also accused the BJP
and the RSS of fomenting com-
munal tension in the wake of
the terror assault that claimed
the lives of 44 CRPF troopers.

“When elections are knock-
ing on the door you are trying
to stage a war... A shadow war.
Amit Shah and Narendra Modi
are delivering political speech-
es. Even after such a big mishap
you do not resign taking
responsibility and are instead
delivering political speeches,”
she told a Press conference.

The TMC supremo also
wanted to know why a large
convoy of CRPF personnel was
allowed to move on the highway
despite the Government having
Intelligence inputs about a pos-
sible terror strike. PTI
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Mumbai: The Maharashtra
Navnirman Sena (MNS) on
Monday asked private FM
channels in Mumbai not to play
songs of Pakistani artists in the
wake of the Pulwama terror
attack in which 44 CRPF per-
sonnel were killed.

A leader of the Raj
Thackeray-led party also 
asked international apparel
brands not to sell clothes made
in Pakistan.

MNS general secretary
Shalini Thackeray said the
party took the step in view of
the terror strike.

“If music of Pakistani

artists is not stopped by these
FM channels, then they 
should be ready to face the
music,” she said.

MNS leader Akhil Chitre
wrote to some international
apparel brands, asking them
not to sell any clothes that 
were completely or partially
made in Pakistan.

“We don’t need to buy
clothes made in Pakistan. I
have written e-mails to sever-
al international apparel brands
asking them to stop selling
their merchandise here. If they
don’t follow it, they will face the
consequences,” he said. PTI
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arrested another person in Bihar
for posting a controversial mes-
sage on social media about the
CRPF personnel killed in the
Pulwama terror strike.

The man was held from
Rahimabad village under the
jurisdiction of Tajpur police
station area of the district, fol-
lowing complaints about the
social media message,
Superintendent of Police,
Samastipur, Harpreet Kaur, said.

“The accused has been
booked under sections 
of the IPC relating to sedition
and disturbing communal
peace, besides the IT Act,”
Kaur said. PTI
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Jammu: Chairman of Peoples
Conference and former
Minister Sajad Gani Lone on
Monday said he “cannot sup-
port” the decision to with-
draw security to separatists in
Kashmir, noting his father was
killed months after his securi-
ty was “lowered”.

The security cover of six
separatist leaders, including
Sajad Lone’s elder brother Bilal
Lone, was withdrawn on
Sunday, a decision that comes
in the aftermath of the
Pulwama terror strike in which
44 CRPF personnel were killed.

“It is their (Government’s)
decision (withdrawing securi-
ty to separatists) but personal-
ly as far as I am concerned, I
have lost my father and I can-
not support it because I will
never support violence of any
sort against anyone,” Sajad
Lone, son of politician-turned-
separatist leader Abdul Gani
Lone, said.

The elder Lone, a promi-
nent Hurriyat leader, was assas-
sinated in 2002 during a rally
to mark the death anniversary
of former Mirwaiz of Kashmir
Moulvi Mohammad Farooq in

Srinagar. Moulvi Farooq, father
of Hurriyat leader Mirwaiz
Umar Farooq, was assassinat-
ed in 1990.

“The security of my father
was lowered in 2002 and after a
few months, I received his body
at home. I am not in a position
to defend this decision (with-
drawal of security),” the sepa-
ratist-turned politician said,
adding that “had I not been pro-
vided security, I would not have
fought the elections because I
would not have been alive then”.

Besides Bilal, security cover
of Mirwaiz Umar Farooq,
Abdul Gani Bhat, Hashim
Qureshi, Fazal Haq Qureshi
and Shabir Shah has been with-
drawn. Replying to a question
that the Hurriyat leaders are
toeing the Pakistan line, Sajad
Lone said it was also been said
about him sometime back.

“Today I am being project-
ed as an example... And give this
example that had he not been
given security, he should not
have been alive today,” he said.
Sajad Lone was a Minister in
erstwhile PDP-BJP coalition
Government in the State. His
party is an ally of the BJP. PTI

Suri (West Bengal): A
Birbhum district court on
Monday remanded an engi-
neering student, who had
uploaded a controversial post
on social media over the
Pulwama terror attack, to three
days’ judicial custody.

The court of additional
chief judicial magistrate
Rampurhat remanded the
youth to judicial custody 
after he was arrested on Sunday
following a complaint 
against him.

The student belonged to
Nalhati area in the district. He
had uploaded the post on the

Pulwama terror attack that left
40 CRPF personnel dead on
February 14 and it raised a hue
and cry in the locality.

The Facebook post is not
available now. Instead, the stu-
dent of an engineering college
in Kolkata had uploaded
another post on Saturday ten-
dering unconditional apology
to all who might have been hurt
by his earlier post.

He was charged under IPC
Sections 505/1A (circulating
statement with intent to cause
defence personnel to mutiny)
and 505/1B (circulating state-
ment with intent to cause fear
or alarm to the public).

Another person, who was
also booked for similar kind of
offence, is absconding. PTI
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and the main Opposition
Congress traded barbs in the
Gujarat Assembly on Monday as
they condemned the February
14 terror attack on a CRPF con-
voy in Jammu & Kashmir.

While the BJP claimed the
“unresolved” Kashmir issue
was the root cause of today’s sit-
uation, the opposition party
raked up the release of terror-
ist Maulana Masood Azhar.

Legislators cutting across
the party lines condemned the
terror attack in Pulwama last
week in which 44 CRPF jawans
were killed.

The Gujarat Government
has called a five-day session of
the Assembly from Monday to
present a vote-on- account
instead of a full budget due to
the coming Lok Sabha polls.

Chief Minister Vijay
Rupani said the Prime

Minister Narendra Modi-led
Union government was taking
all necessary steps to wipe out
terrorism.

“This House, in one voice,
condemns the terror attack on
our jawans. All the political
parties have come together to
fight terrorism. Every citizen of
this country is with our sol-
diers. People want a fight-to-
finish to wipe out terrorists
completely,” he said.

Leader of Opposition
Paresh Dhanani said while
people extended uncondition-
al support to the Centre to fight
terrorism, several attacks 
have taken place on the armed
forces in Kashmir in the last
couple of years.

“There are many other
means to acquire power. But
when someone tries to break
our unity, we all must resolve

to give a befitting reply to
such elements. Mere talks will
not serve any purpose. We
have to take decisive steps to
eliminate terrorism,” said the
Congress leader.

Deputy Chief Minister
Nitin Patel said the root cause
of the current situation was the
unresolved Kashmir issue.

“If Congress leaders had
allowed (then Union home
minister) Sardar Patel to han-
dle the Kashmir issue...We may
not have been facing this prob-
lem today,” he said.

Responding to him,
Congress’ Amit Chavda said
Congress leaders have com-
mitted several sacrifices to
maintain India’s unity and
integrity. Referring to Modi,
Chavda said people are now
demanding decisive action, not
just assurances. PTI
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Chennai: Makkal Needhi
Maiam chief Kamal Haasan has
said a plebiscite could have
been an option in Jammu &
Kashmir earlier to foster peace
and disagreed with calls for an
immediate surgical strike to
avenge the Pulwama killings.

Sharing some of his ran-
dom thoughts on the Kashmir
issue at an event here largely
attended by students Sunday,
the actor-cum-politician dep-
recated ‘jehadis’ being glorified
in Pakistan.

He also indicated casualties
can be avoided if the leadership
of India and Pakistan
“behaved properly”.

“Why plebiscite — to get to
know everyone’s view — was
not held there. Why it was not
done.? what is their  fear?. The
country was ripped apart into

two (India and Pakistan). Why
don’t you ask them (people of
J & K) again, they (political
leadership) won’t do it.”

On the recent killing of 40
CRPF jawans at Pulwama in
Jammu and Kashmir, he said:”If
there is bleeding, the first job is
to stop it...To talk immediately
of surgery (indicating surgical
strike was not an option) is...
(pauses for a moment).”

In the same breath, he
said, “..Surgery should also be
arranged...Okay but when there
is blood loss, place cloth or ice
to ensure coagulation, so that
there is no further loss (of
blood). “I mourn this day,” he
said and recalled that years ago
when he ran a magazine he had
predicted “exactly,” that 
such things would happen in
J&K. PTI
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As the Government unravels the con-
spiracy behind the horrendous car
bomb attack on February 14, 2019, that

has taken the lives of 49 Central Reserve Police
Force jawans, it must consider civilian sup-
porters of terrorists, especially stone-pelters,
who hurt the forces, as accomplices. Pulwama
has shaken India’s soul; we can no longer tol-
erate human rights vultures while losing wor-
thy citizens. In a little noticed episode on
February 13, 2019, an explosion at a private
school in Narbal, Pulwama, injured 16 stu-
dents. Yet, the police team that arrived to
investigate the incident was pelted with
stones. Apparently, a student of class X was
carrying explosives in his bag, which explod-
ed after others fiddled with it.

This message should also be strongly con-
veyed to the Supreme Court, whose judges
last year ordered that FIRs be filed against sol-
diers when civilian casualties occur, and who
dismissed a petition by over 300 serving sol-
diers asking the court to define where their
duty ends and crime begins in their opera-
tions against anti-national forces. The peti-
tion was an appeal to the apex court not to
act as protector of the human rights indus-
try; sadly, it fell on deaf ears and the PIL busi-
ness continues to flourish.

It was a mistake to ask Northern Army
commander, Lt Gen DS Hooda (of Uri sur-
gical strikes fame) to publicly apologise when
jawans at a check post fired upon a civilian,
who refused to stop for a routine security
check, smashed through two check posts and
was moving through the third when stopped
by a bullet (April 2016). The provocation was
to the jawans, not the other way round, but
the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP), infatuated
with its alliance with the People’s Democratic
Party (PDP), humiliated the men in uniform.

Fortunately, the Government stood by
Major Leetul Gogoi when, during the vio-
lence in Ultigam (Srinagar bypoll) in May
2017, he grabbed an alleged ringleader of
stone-pelters and used him as a human
shield to save the lives of Indo-Tibetan
Border Police personnel. In the violence that
day, petrol bombs were hurled and boulders
thrown from rooftops. It follows that while
finalising its policy on Pakistan, the
Government must enunciate a policy
regarding civilian perpetrators of violence
(those not officially affiliated with a terror
outfit) in Jammu & Kashmir. There has been
enough charity; now zero tolerance must
begin at home.

We must also speak some harsh truths
to the nation, and particularly to Jammu
& Kashmir. What is the purpose of inane
dialogues to integrate Kashmir with India?
Does the nation know that Maharaja Hari
Singh repeatedly offered to accede to
India prior to 1947 but was rebuffed by
Jawaharlal Nehru, who insisted that power
be handed over to Sheikh Abdullah as a
condition for accepting the sensitive bor-
der State? That Mountbatten knew of the
Pakistani aggression but withheld aid for

four critical days? That after
1947, Central funds allotted for
the entire State were cornered
by the Kashmir Valley to the
detriment of Jammu and
Ladakh?

The myth of artificial alien-
ation of the Valley has to stop
somewhere. Four lakh Kashmiri
Pandits were terrorised, bru-
talised and forced out of the State
in the biting winter of 1989-90,
and the Lutyens fraternity
shamelessly blamed Governor
Jagmohan when he had barely
entered the State. Now, as
Pulwana shatters the national stu-
por, false stories of Kashmiri stu-
dents being terrorised in some
places are flooding the social
media. Has any Kashmiri politi-
cian or human rights activist
wondered about the careers of
non-Kashmiri students of the
National Institute of Technology,
Srinagar, who objected to
Kashmiri students celebrating
India’s loss against West Indies in
World T20 series (March 31,
2016); they were thrashed by
Kashmir police for chanting
nationalist slogans and waving
the tricolour and left the State in
fear of their lives.

The Centre has to think care-
fully about how to punish
nuclear-armed Pakistan, which
has also developed tactical (small,
easily deployable) nuclear
weapons. An Uri-like action
may not be feasible; perhaps ter-
ror kingpins like Saeed Hafiz and
Azhar Masood can have a “bad
accident”.

But before any action in or
against Pakistan, there is much to
fix at home: Repeal Article 370
through Presidential Order; the
President alone has the power.
Repeal Article 35-A that was
smuggled into the Constitution
by Presidential Order in 1954 at
the insistence of Jawaharlal
Nehru, despite Dr Rajendra
Prasad’s objections.

The State flag must go with-
out further ado; Urdu (official
language of Pakistan, which led
to its break-up) must no longer
be the official language of a State
with a rich civilisational heritage
and classical language, Kashmiri.
Jammu and Ladakh must be
allowed to adopt Dogri and
Bhoti (Bodhi) as language of edu-
cation. It is true that the Centre
has granted Ladakh a Central
University and Divisional status,
but the long-neglected Jammu
and Ladakh regions now deserve
attention and national resources.

Major world capitals and
neighbouring countries con-
demned the Pulwama attack
and stood by India. In a signif-
icant statement, Washington,
which needs Islamabad to extri-
cate itself from Afghanistan,
said: “US condemns in the
strongest terms the terrorist
attack today on an Indian CRPF
convoy in the Indian state of
Jammu and Kashmir”. This is
the first time the US has
unequivocally called Jammu &
Kashmir an “Indian State”.

Pakistan-based Jaish-e-
Mohammed, which was behind

the attack on the Indian
Parliament (2001) and
Pathankot air base (2016), has
claimed responsibility for
Pulwama. But what deserves
attention is the timing and pur-
pose of the attack. Iran has
accused Pakistan of supporting
Jaish al-Adl (Army of Justice)
terrorists who are behind a sui-
cide bombing that killed 27
troops on February 13, 2019.
Revolutionary Guards
Commander, Major General
Mohammad Ali Jafari, has
threatened retaliation if
Islamabad does not punish the
culprits and warned that the
action would not be ‘limited to
its borders’. He blamed two
other Middle Eastern nations for
complicity in the attack.

Pulwama continues a series
of Pakistani provocations
against the Indian armed
forces: Pathankot (January
2016); Uri (September 2016);
Nagrota (November 2016);
Sunjwan (February 2018). But
what could be the reason for
Islamabad — which has always
feared a two-front war — open-
ing hostilities on two borders
at the same time? Its greatest
backer, China, does not want to
alienate Tehran or New Delhi,
even if Beijing is not support-
ing India in having Azhar
Masood declared a ‘global ter-
rorist’ at the United Nations.

(The writer is Senior Fellow,
Nehru Memorial Museum and
Library; the views expressed are
personal)
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Sir — This refers to the editor-
ial, “Pulwama offensive”
(February 18). The Pulwama car
suicide attack on a Central
Reserve Police Force convoy,
that claimed over 45 lives of our
soldiers, should be taken as the
last straw on the camel’s back.
India should urge all other
nations, including the US,  to
declare Pakistan as a “rogue
state for terrorists” and isolate it
form the mainstream.   

India can no longer remain
a witness to the dastardly killings
of its forces by militants based in
Pakistan, who are aided and
abetted by the Government and
the Army over there. Even when
new rulers took charge of the
administration in Islamabad, it
has been amply proved by now
that they have been incapable to
rein in the terror groups.  

While India has revoked
the Most Favoured Nation sta-
tus to Pakistan and imposed cus-
toms duty on imports, in order
to make it toe the line, efforts
must be made to choke the
nation with sanctions. 

VS Jayaraman 
Chennai
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Sir — This refers to the editori-
al, “Pulwama offensive” (February
18). The suicide car bomb attack
upon a Central Reserve Police
Force convoy in Pulwama orches-
trated by Jaish-e-Mohammed is
really numbing. It deserves not
only national condemnation but
the international community

must stand by India in its 
hour of crisis. 

Meanwhile, India is com-
pletely justified in its decision to
withdraw the Most Favoured
Nation status that it accorded to
Pakistan. It’s good that the armed
forces have been given a free hand
to take pin-pointed retaliation. It
is an undisputed fact that 
newly-inducted local young mil-
itants have an underhand in the

dastardly act of cruelty and bar-
barity. An in-depth search oper-
ation in vulnerable districts of
Kashmir must be carried out to
hunt down the militants and
their cohorts hidden in different
places. Separatists leaders, who
extend unstinting support to
Pakistan, must also dealt with
sternly.

Nimai Charan Swain
Bhubaneswar 
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Sir — This refers to the editorial,
“Pulwama offensive” (February
18). In the first place, separatists
in Jammu & Kashmir, who wage
war against the nation in con-
nivance with Pakistan, do not
deserve any security cover. One
fails to understand on what basis
the Government of India provid-
ed security to the separatists at a
huge cost to the ex-chequer? It is
disturbing that the Government
squandered the hard earned tax-
payers’ money running to hun-
dreds of crores for the past 10
years on six separatists, who have
been acting against the interests
of the nation by brainwashing
Kashmiri youths to take to guns. 

Colossal waste of money for
men, who have been the architect
of violence and killings of civilians
and forces conniving with terror
outfits, is a blunder. At last wis-
dom dawned late than never and
the Government has withdrawn
security cover to them. This is a
step in the right direction.

KR Srinivasan
Secunderabad
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Despite recommendations of the
National Police Commission in
1980 for legislation on a Model

Police Act, the Indian Police Act of
1861 has continued to be in vogue for
over 130 years before any serious
amendments were even contemplated.
On the other hand, the Delhi Special
Police Establishment Act, 1946, has
been already amended twice during
the last 20 years. The Act was created
initially to conduct inquiries and
investigations into post-war anti-cor-
ruption matters. 

This was reorganised on profes-
sional lines in 1963, when the scope
of the Central Bureau of Investigation
(CBI) was enlarged and cases of
national-level importance and those
having inter-state ramifications were

brought into its ambit.
The focus once again shifted in

2009, when the National Investigating
Agency (NIA) was especially creat-
ed to investigate bomb explosions and
terrorism-related cases. While the
CBI needed the concurrence of the
State Government before taking up
any matter, the NIA does not have
any handicap of this nature. 

While the CBI has had spectac-
ular successes, its role has also come
under severe criticism from time to
time. One such matter, popularly
known as the Jain Hawala case,
came under sharp gaze of the
Supreme Court. Despite the fact
that the CBI had failed in its pursuit
of investigating allegations of corrup-
tion in high places in this case, the
judgement from Chief Justice JS
Verma was path-breaking and his-
toric. The apex court had, for the first
time, given concrete suggestions in
the nature of directions to strength-
en the organs of the state involved in
fighting corruption. 

The first change took place when
under the directions of the top court,

the supervision and administration of
the Delhi Special Police Establishment
got vested in the Central Vigilance
Commission (CVC). This had the
effect of taking away the CBI out of
the direct control of the Department
of Personnel, Government of India.
The Ordinances issued for this pur-
pose for the CBI and the CVC were
replaced by Acts of Parliament in 2003. 

Later, after the enactment of the
Lok Pal Act, the Delhi Special Police
Establishment Act, 1946, was again
amended and a new clause at 4A,
constituting the committee for
appointment of Director, was added
by a notification on January, 16, 2014.
The committee stipulated in the
provision comprised (a) the Prime
Minister as Chairperson, (b) Leader
of Opposition or Leader of single
largest opposition party in the House
as member, (c) the Chief Justice of
India or judge of the Supreme Court
nominated by him as a member. 

The inclusion of the Chief Justice
of India (CJI) in this high-powered
committee, in all probability, would
have been done at the draft Bill stage,

only after due consultations. But at
that point of time, perhaps, the pos-
sibility of certain eventualities crop-
ping up later had got overlooked. 

First, the Prime Minister and the
Leader of the Opposition party, not
being in agreement, the casting vote
and the final stamp of approval
would always be with the CJI. In the
event of a petition or a hearing against
the Director, CBI, in whose selection
the CJI had a major role, the later
would, in all probability, have to
recuse himself.

On the other hand, even with the
case assigned to another bench, the
fact that the person had been cleared
by none other than the CJI himself,
would always remain on record. The
point is whether Section 4A of the
Act should have only mentioned the
words, a judge of the Supreme Court
nominated by the CJI.

Second, according to clause 4A
(3) of the Act, the Committee shall
recommend a panel of officers on the
basis of seniority, integrity and expe-
rience in the investigation of anti-cor-
ruption cases and which has to be

chosen from among  the officers
belonging to the Indian Police
Service. It can, thus, be simply
inferred that the entire process would
involve scrutiny of the records of IPS
officers, sifting through the back-
ground material and career profile
summary of each officer in con-
tention and based on these making
an assessment on their relative suit-
ability. Even as most of this part of
due diligence would have been done
at the Secretariat level, it may still be
a point of debate as prima facie, this
process, far from being a judicial one,
appears to be an executive function
of the Government.

On the Doctrine of the basic
structure of the Constitution, Justice
(Retd) VR Krishna Iyer had stated,
“While infallibility is no attribute of
a Constitution, its fundamental char-
acter and basic structure cannot be
overlooked.” Chief Justice SM Sikri,
Shelat and Grover, JJ had for the first
time in the Kesavananda Bharati case
illustrated separation of powers
between the legislature, the executive
and the judiciary as one of the essen-

tials of the basic structure of the
Constitution. Since then, this doc-
trine of basic structure has been
referred to in numerous matters by
the apex court. Accordingly, it may
also be seen whether the participa-
tion of the CJI in an executive func-
tion of the Government, howsoever
positive and well-meaning it may be,
would have the Constitutional back
up of the separation of powers and
the basic structure doctrine. 

While the CBI Act was being
amended in 2014, these issues had
not figured explicitly in public
domain, nor were they fully debated,
nevertheless, the Supreme Court
will always have the last word on the
interpretation of the Constitution and
the law. At the same time, we have to
be conscious of the fact that these
enactments and amendments have
been unable to address the inherent
problems as manifest in the events of
the last few months. 

(The writer is a retired Delhi
Police Commissioner and former
Governor of Uttarakhand and
Meghalaya)
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Every week, news comes in that Pakistan
is moving towards bankruptcy. True,
several countries like China and Saudi
Arabia have shown sympathies and
given financial aid. However, if Karl

Marx were around today, he might have said that
loans are the opium of the classes. What could
be true of the classes would be true of countries,
too. It is too early yet to forget that in 1990, the
Reserve Bank of India was sending gold to banks
in London as pledge for loans in foreign
exchange. The Pakistani crisis is far more seri-
ous because not only is there a financial pauci-
ty but also an impending economic collapse. The
country is still essentially agrarian and feudal,
and there has been little development since the
British departed in 1947. In the meantime, the
population has multiplied to reach nearly 180
million. Moreover, Islam commands a great deal
of devotion from its followers but in turn, it does
not encourage economic attention in contrast to
the Protestant work ethic. 

Since the advent of the Baghdad Pact in
1955 and SEATO in 1954, Pakistan has been
the beneficiary of American military and
other such aid, which helped the economy in
general and imports in particular. That aid is
drying up because of the country’s active asso-
ciation with terrorism, the Taliban and others.
Cereals and other basic food items are not a
problem yet, but Pakistan has run out of red
meat. Way back in the days of Field Marshal
Ayub Khan’s presidentship, it could be foreseen
that the supply of beef would become a prob-
lem. He had, during his time in the mid-six-
ties, declared one-day a week meatless. Now
with the shortage of foreign exchange, how can
imports be sustained? All these developments
and more are a concern for India, too, not mere-
ly out of human sympathy but also on account
of self-interest. How? We must anticipate this
to plan ahead.

Another grave weakness of Pakistan is its
inter-provincial relationship. All the three
other Provinces, namely Balochistan, North-
West Frontier Province and Sind, resent
Punjab, which holds two-third  of the popula-
tion. Punjab dominates, if not monopolises the
Army and the bureaucracy. There have been
separatist movements in all three smaller
Provinces. The Pathans or Pakhtoons look to
the Afghans as their brothers. Jio Sindh is not
active at present but sentiments are alive.
Balochs openly say they want to separate and
killings take place frequently. Disunity does not
augur well for Pakistan. Hence, Islamabad tries
to divert everyone’s attention by stoking
Kashmir as a daily issue. 

India was partitioned in 1947 on demand
of most Muslims of the sub-continent, who
aspired that their new homeland would become
a New Medina. The old Medina was the first
Islamic state, founded by Prophet Muhammad
in 622 CE after his hijrat or migration from
Mecca. When he ascended to heaven, his rep-
resentatives or Caliphs took over one by one.
They were conceptually the spiritual as well as
temporal heads of all Islam, effectively the
Sunnis, who comprise 90 per cent of the world
community, called the ummah. In 1924,

Mustafa Kamal Ataturk, the new
unquestioned head of Turkey, abol-
ished the Caliphate and exiled the
incumbent. That was the end of the
symbolic head of all Islam. Muslims
everywhere would like that institution
to be recreated. The dream of the pre-
1947 Muslims of India was that
Pakistan would be the cradle of this
recreated Medina. 

The same sentiment in Arabia is
reflected in the Islamic State (IS),
which fought in Iraq against Baghdad
and against the Syrian Government in
the ghastly civil war that has just
ended. Sentiment was so strong and
widespread in India that Pakistan
became a reality even with its two
wings, 1,600 kilometres apart.
Bangladesh broke away in 1971 and
exploded the myth that Islam alone
can bind any country together. 

The same fissiparousness spread
inside the western wing of Pakistan to
emphasise that Islam cannot alone be
the binding factor of any country or
its parts. Followers have been too
ambitious to expect religion to be a
total prescription for life and not
merely a spiritual path to connect man
and God.

There must be leaders in Pakistan,
who now realise this truth as well as
recognise that but unfortunately, no
other ideology or political basis has
been allowed to sprout and grow. In
short, Pakistan has allowed itself to get
trapped in a blind alley.

The only way out is to explode and
that holds a grave danger for India. If
the people have no alternative but to
spill out, India is the only destination.
What Bangladeshis did to India in yes-
teryears, Pakistan could do in the
years to come. To be deceived once is
ignorance but to be deceived again is
lunacy. Fencing one’s border is a wise
measure. US President Donald Trump
is building a wall across the southern
border of America against the wish-
es of the Congress, which refuses to
grant him a big enough budget. But
how can one fence the sea shores?

Migrations by boat people are leg-
endary, whether in Asia out of
Vietnam, into Europe via sea or
America from Haiti. 

Over and above, to fence the
land borders, there has to be alert by
internal security who must be helped
by watch towers on the entire border,
sea or land. The Aadhaar card is
alright as a negative check but all adult
citizens must be issued domestic
passports to be okayed only after strict
inquiries, much stricter than before
giving out passports to travel abroad.
With a passport, a person can settle
in permanently. With India’s diversi-
ty, there would be no alternative but
comprehensive vigil. Sooner or later,
surreptitious infiltration is inevitable
in large, medium or small measure.

Hence, above all, supreme deter-
rence is needed. Remember, Pakistanis
would have friends and relatives who

have been in India since time
immemorial. Very few Bangladeshis
had this advantage; their allies were
politicians with their eyes on building
vote banks. 

Further help to the agonised and
otherwise helpless people of Sindh, as
well as Balochistan, should be contem-
plated. Remember, Sindhi locals hard-
ly played any part in driving out the
Hindus. That unfortunate role was
played by the Mohajirs after they land-
ed in Karachi and had to either live in
camps or sleep on the streets. In fact,
Sindhis were nowhere near the fore-
front of the demand for Pakistan, and
their leadership had wondered as to
how their economy could function
efficiently without Hindu Amil offi-
cials and Bhaiband businessmen.

Balochistan, until late in 1948, had
an Embassy in Karachi, which clear-
ly showed that in terms of British tra-
dition, the region had a distinct sta-
tus and did not need an accession to
either dominion, India or Pakistan.
Nevertheless, the Khan of Kalat came
to Delhi and officially called on Prime
Minister Jawaharlal Nehru and
requested for Balochistan to be taken
over as a part of India. Nehru polite-
ly declined. If either or both of these
Provinces can release themselves from
Islamabad’s clutches and become
autonomous again,  they can be of
much help to New Delhi.

(The writer is a well-known 
columnist and an author)
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The Reserve Bank will pay an
interim dividend of �28,000

crore to the Government, a
move that will help  the Centre
keep fiscal deficit in check.

The announcement on
Monday came after the bank’s
Central Board meeting,  which
was addressed by Finance
Minister Arun Jaitley.

This is the second succes-
sive year when the Reserve
Bank of India  (RBI) will be
transferring an interim surplus.

This is in addition to
�50,000 crore surplus transfer
announced  by RBI in August
2018 for 2017-18 (RBI follows
July-June financial  year). Of
this, �10,000 crore was given as
interim dividend to  the
Government on March 27,
2018. 

“Based on a limited audit
review and after applying the
extant economic  capital frame-
work, the Board decided to
transfer an interim surplus  of

�280 billion to the Central
Government for the half-year
ended  December 31, 2018,” the
central bank said in a state-
ment. 

RBI had given �30,663
crore as dividend to the
Government in 2017-18. In
his address to the Board, Jaitley
outlined various reforms and
policy measures taken by the
government over the last four
years and the effects thereof.
The central bank transfers its
surplus amount to the
Government, under Section
47 of the RBI Act, 1934.

Section 47 of the Act
says:”After making provision
for bad and doubtful  debts,
depreciation in assets, contri-

bution to staff and superannu-
ation  fund and for all matters
for which provision is to be
made by or  under the Act or
which are usually provided by
bankers, the balance  of the
profits shall be paid to the cen-
tral Government.”

As per the Budget docu-
ment, the Government expects
�82,911.56  crore as dividend/
surplus of RBI, nationalised
banks and financial  institu-
tions during 2019-20. 

The statement further said
the Central Board, chaired by
RBI Governor  Shaktikanta
Das, also observed two minutes
silence as a mark of respect  for
the security personnel killed in
the terror attack at Pulwama,
Jammu and Kashmir.

Fiscal deficit for 2018-19 is
expected to be slightly higher
at  3.4 per cent of the GDP on
account of �20,000 crore bud-
geted for  income support to
farmers. For 2019-20 too, the
government has retained the
fiscal deficit  at 3.4 per cent. 

Mumbai: Equity benchmarks
wilted under selling pressure  for
the eight straight session
Monday as risk appetite
remained subdued  amid sus-
tained foreign fund outflows and
geo-political concerns.

The 30-share BSE Sensex
tumbled 310.51 points, or 0.87
per cent  to finish at 35,498.44,
while the broader NSE Nifty fell
83.45 points,  or 0.78 per cent,
to 10,640.95.  FMCG, banking,
IT, auto and pharma stocks
bore the brunt of heavy selling.

Banking shares weakened
after Reserve Bank Governor
Shaktikanta Das said he will
meet heads of public and private
sector banks this  week to dis-
cuss transmission of interest
rate cuts to borrowers. Earlier
this month, the Reserve Bank
cut the benchmark interest  rate
by 0.25 per cent to 6.25 per cent.
However, only a handful of
banks, including SBI, have
reduced their rates, that too by
just 0.05 per cent.  Top losers in
the Sensex pack included TCS,
Yes Bank, ITC, Sun  Pharma,
Reliance, Coal India, Asian
Paints, SBI, Maruti, HUL, HCL
Tech and ICICI Bank, falling up

to 2.91 per cent.
However, ONGC, Tata

Motors, Axis Bank, Vedanta,
NTPC, IndusInd  Bank and
HDFC gained up to 1.48 per
cent. “Market remained on a
selling spree as reducing foreign
inflows  due to fear of escalation
of tensions at the border impact-
ed the sentiment. 

“Rupee weakened, 10-year
yield inched up and rising oil
prices  are expected to weaken
domestic macros. Volatility in
the market  to continue due to
lack of domestic triggers and
investors are likely  to remain
cautious. Global market stands
positive supported by hope  in
US-China trade deals,” said
Vinod Nair, Head of Research,
Geojit  Financial Services.

Sectorally, BSE bankex, auto,
FMCG, healthcare, metal and
teck  indices declined up to 1.36
per cent.  Only telecom and real-
ty ended in the green, gaining up
to 0.88 per cent.  Broader indices
ended lower, with the BSE
Midcap and Smallcap losing up
to 1.04 per cent. The rupee,
meanwhile, depreciated 21 paise
to 71.44 against the US dollar
(intra-day). PTI
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The Central Information Commission has
pulled up the Reserve Bank of India for “per-

functory handling” of  an RTI application seek-
ing records of its board meetings where the  issue
of demonetisation was deliberated, and issued
a show-cause  notice to its Central Public
Information Officer.

Activist Venkatesh Nayak had sought
records of all meetings of  the RBI Central Board
of Directors along with the papers, presentations
or other documents placed before it, which led
to the decision of  demonetisation announced
by Prime Minister Narendra Modi on November

8, 2016.
Not getting any information from the RBI,

which cited an exemption  clause to deny the
records, Nayak approached the commission, the
highest adjudicating body in matters pertaining
to the Right to Information  (RTI) Act.

Prime Minister Narendra Modi had
announced on November 8, 2016  that �1,000
and �500 notes, which constituted about 86 per
cent  of total currency in circulation then, would
cease to be legal tender. 

They were replaced by new  �2,000 and �500
notes. Several restrictions  were also placed on
the withdrawal of currency notes from banks
during  demonetisation.

New Delhi: A State minister-
ial panel set up to  review tax
rate on lottery Monday
favoured a uniform GST rate of
either 18 per cent or 28 per cent
-- a final call on which would
be taken by the GST Council at
its meeting on February 20.
Currently, a State-organised
lottery attracts 12 per cent
GST  while a State-authorised
lottery attracts 28 per cent tax. 

The eight-member Group
of Ministers under
Maharashtra Finance Minister

Sudhir Mungantiwar favoured
hiking GST rate on the state-
organised lottery to either 18
per cent or 28 per cent. While
the GST rate  on state-autho-
rised lottery would be retained
at 28 per cent or brought  down
to 18 per cent.  “The GoM
favoured a uniform GST rate
for both State-organised and
state-authorised lotteries. A
final call on whether that rate
should  be 18 per cent or 28 per
cent would be taken by the GST
Council on  Wednesday,” an

official said.
The other members of the

committee are West Bengal
Finance Minister  Amit Mitra,
Kerala Finance Minister
Thomas Isaac, Assam Finance
Minister  Himanta Biswa
Sarma, Punjab Finance
Minister Manpreet Singh
Badal,  Goa Panchayat Minister
Mauvin Godinho, Karnataka
Finance Minister Krishna Byre
Gowda, Arunachal Tax and
Excise Minister Jarkar Gamlin.

PTI

New Delhi: Stocks of Reliance
Group companies  Monday
zoomed up to 11.3 per cent
after the Anil Ambani-led
Group reached a ‘standstill
agreement’ with more than 90
per cent of its lenders under
which they will not sell any of
the shares pledged by promot-
ers till September.

Shares of Reliance Power
zoomed 11.27 per cent and
Reliance Communications
advanced by 10.91 per cent.

Reliance Infrastructure
jumped 7.40 per cent while
Reliance Home  Finance gained
6.71 per cent. Reliance Naval
and Engineering soared  5.15
per cent on BSE. 

Reliance Capital gained
2.86 per cent  and Reliance
Nippon Life  Asset
Management 2.64 per cent.

Under the pact, the Group
will pay the principal and inter-
est amounts  to the lenders as
per the scheduled due dates.

It has also appointed invest-
ment bankers for part place-
ment of the  group’s direct 30
per cent stake in Reliance Power
to institutional investors.

When contacted, a Reliance
Group spokesperson said: “We
are grateful  to our lenders for
believing in the intrinsic and
fundamental value of our com-
panies, and granting their in
principle approval to standstill
arrangements.” PTI

New Delhi: In the first-ever
deal by an Indian company,
Indian Oil Corp (IOC)
Monday said it has signed an
annual  deal worth USD 1.5 bil-
lion to import 3 million tonnes
of crude oil  in the fiscal year
beginning April 1.

This is the first time any
Indian refiner has signed an
annual  contract since the
country in 2017 began import-
ing crude oil from the US.

“IOC has finalised a term
contract for import of up to 3
million  tonnes of crude oil of
US origin grades as a part of its
strategy  to diversify term
crude sources,” the company
said in a statement.

The contract was finalised
on February 15.

The term contract follows
IOC signing up to buy crude oil
from  the US through a term-
tender deal in August last year. 

It had at  that time
bought about 6 million barrels
of US crude oil under single
tender for delivery between
November 2018 and January
2019. PTI
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IT major Infosys has settled with Sebi  a case
of alleged disclosure lapses regarding sever-

ance payment made  to its former chief finan-
cial officer Rajiv Bansal.

The company paid �34.35 lakh to settle the
case with the markets  regulator, according to
an order. The watchdog had issued a notice seek-
ing to initiate adjudication  proceedings against
the company in November 2017.

The notice related to Sebi examining the
scrip of Infosys during  which the issues per-
taining to severance payment to Bansal was also
looked into. Bansal resigned from the compa-
ny on October 11, 2015,  according to the order.

During the examination, prima facie, it was
found that the severance  payment was made
without prior approval of audit committee as well
as nomination and remuneration committee.

These were violations of  various
listing norms.  In December
2017, Infosys filed an application
under the settlement mecha-
nism.

New Delhi: The Government
has reappointed A K Sharma  as
the Director (Finance) of Indian
Oil Corp (IOC) - a first under
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
when a PSU director has been
reemployed  in the same posi-
tion after retirement. Sharma,
who superannuated as Director
(Finance) of IOC on January
31, has been appointed for
three months in the same posi-
tion, IOC  said in a regulatory
filing.
The reappointment is with
effect from February 18, the
company said  without giving
reasons for the reemployment.
Officials said Sharma, who as
the finance head of IOC was
also in  charge of pricing of
petrol, diesel and other fuels,
has been reemployed  keeping
in mind the impending gener-
al elections. PTI
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����� The humble onion is found in every kitchen, but its
curative powers make it an important medicinal plant too.

Like garlic, it is a member of the lily family. It is
used in traditional Chinese medicine, as a
chi - or energy tonic, to help increase
perspiration, and tackle
illnesses brought on by
cold weather. The idea
is that they encourage
energy to move to the
body’s surface to help
keep you warm. 

Raw onions may
make our breath stink, but
they can actually improve our oral
health. Simply chewing a raw onion two to
three minutes can strengthen teeth and elimi-
nate bacteria that can lead to tooth decay. 

Onions can help reduce cancer risk when combined with
turmeric. Chemicals found in these two cooking ingredients cre-
ates a synergistic effect that reduces both the size and number
of precancerous hosts in the intestine, therefore reducing colon
cancer risk.
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Studies indicate that
high salt intake can
have detrimental

effects on blood pressure.
Over time, this can lead to
hypertension and cardiovascular diseases.
To lower the risk of developing a heart dis-
ease by 25 per cent and that of mortality
due to this by 20 per cent, it is imperative
to restrict dietary intake of salt.

As per recent figures by the Public
Health Foundation of India (PHFI), salt
intake among Indian adult Indians is high.
It exceeds the levels recommended by the
WHO. 

In Delhi and Haryana, it is 9.5 g per
day and 10.4 g per day in Andhra Pradesh.
This can be a risk factor especially in those
with a family history of high blood pres-
sure or heart disease. 

Some recommendations from Heart
Care Foundation of India:

�Reduce salt intake as much as pos-
sible, lower the better. Add only normal
amounts of salt when cooking.

�Avoid eating preserved and pack-
aged foods as much as possible.

�Ask about salt added to food, espe-
cially at restaurants. Most restaurant chefs
will omit salt when requested.

�Remember the word ‘Na’, which is
present in many drugs, soda etc.

�Nothing can be preserved without
adding salt to it, therefore beware of
processed and frozen fruits.

�Remember that it takes three
months of a salt-free diet to get adjusted
to it and ultimately start liking it.
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Upkeep of healthy nails
can be problematic if we
don’t take care of them.

The most common complaints
about nails are that they have
chipped, or developed an infec-
tion around them. However,
one doesn’t have to go for a
manicure everytime. Here are
home remedies to keep them
healthy.

Use olive oil. Clean the
nails thoroughly. Warm a small
bowl of olive oil and dip the fin-
gers for 15 minutes. Wipe clean
with a towel and repeat the
process daily.

Use lemon. it is a great
cleanser and to help get rid of
discolouration. Take a bowl,
mix a teaspoon of baking soda
in water. Add a tablespoon of
lemon juice. Soak the nails for
about 10 minutes. Gently scrub
the nails and then wash. 

Use coconut oil. The fat in
oil is very nourishing and can

prevent nail infection. Warm
coconut oil and apply it on each
nail. Massage gently for five
minutes. 

Use apple cider vinegar.
Mix equal amounts of apple
cider vinegar and water in a
bowl. Soak nails in this for a few
minutes. Gently push down the
cuticles. Do this once daily for
stronger nails. 

Use sea salt. Mix two table-
spoons of fine grain sea salt
with two drops each of wheat
germ oil, loban tel and lemon
essential oils. Soak nails  for 10-
15 minutes. Rinse, pat dry and
apply a hand cream. 

Did you know that your nails
can say a lot about how healthy

you are? They are also the
charm of your hand.

ROSHANI DEVI shares
remedies  on how to keep them

beautiful and shiny

Fasting can boost the body’s metab-
olism and help protect against age-
related diseases, a study has found.

The circadian clock operates within the
body and its organs as intrinsic time-
keeping machinery to preserve
homeostasis in response to the
changing environment.
Optimal fasting in a timed
manner would be strategic to
positively affect cellular func-
tions and ultimately benefit-
ing health and protecting
against ageing-associated dis-
eases.

Intermittent fasting can help
in improving a person’s blood pres-
sure, cholesterol levels, and insulin sen-
sitivity. It has also been found that
longer periods of fasting (two to four
days) aids in rebooting the immune sys-

tem, clearing out old immune cells, and
regenerating new ones.

Ever since people have stopped
observing weekly fasts, the incidence on
high blood pressure, diabetes and heart

attack has increased. Scientifically,
it is now known that eating car-

bohydrates everyday increases
the chances of heart attack.

Dr Aggarwal, who is the
the Group Editor-in-Chief of
IJCP, said: “My rough formula
of three for fasting is that one

cannot live for three minutes
without air, three days without

water and three weeks without
food. However, this formula is for

healthy muscular and fatty people.
When you fast, you can stay healthy for
long if you have good muscles and have
good fat content.”

���������	�

The abuse of the class of drugs antibiotics, which
once had revolutionised treatment of bacte-

rial infections and caused a significant reduction
in morbidity and mortality, has today become a
grave healthcare challenge. In 2010, India was
reported to be the world’s largest consumer of
antibiotics.

A 2018 study published in the Proceedings
of the National Academy of Sciences reported that
the antibiotic consumption in India had more than
doubled from 2000 to 2015. Thus, ironically, bet-
ter access to antibiotics has resulted in its overuse
and misuse, leading to increased cases of antibi-
otic resistance. Therefore, it is important that there
is mass awareness on the growing threat of the
condition.

The reasons for increasing antibiotic resistance
in India are manifold. They include inappropri-
ate use of antibiotics, widespread availability of
antibiotics without prescription resulting in self-
medication, empirical antibiotic treatment rather
than evidence-based treatment, low healthcare
spending, prevalence of counterfeit antibiotics
resulting in sub-optimal dosing, high frequency
of incomplete antibiotic course especially among
the lower income group where antibiotics are used
for symptomatic relief instead of microbial erad-
ication
�Reasons: Bacteria become resistant when they
are exposed to antibiotics. Drug resistance devel-
ops either by acquisition of genes that are respon-
sible for inactivating antibiotic molecules or by tar-
get gene mutation. The former is especially dan-
gerous as it can spread quickly by horizontal gene
transfer. Thus, antimicrobials become ineffective
leading to persistent infections, and ultimately
result in the spread of these resistant microbes in
the community.

As per the World Health Organisation’s
(WHO’s) “Antimicrobial Resistance — Global
Report on Surveillance” of 2014, the incidence of
resistance in common pathogens like E. coli, K.
pneumoniae and S. aureus was about 50 per cent.
This is quite alarming considering that no new
antibiotics have been developed in the last four
decades. Thus, AMR has become a global health
crisis which could render even common infections
untreatable with existing antibiotics.
�Prevention: Studies have shown that around 50-
60 per cent of antibiotic prescriptions are unnec-
essary. That is, antibiotics are prescribed even
when the cause of infection is unknown. For
example, antibiotics may be prescribed when the
patient has a viral infection or the wrong antibi-
otic may be prescribed in the absence of identi-
fication of the infecting bacteria.

Evidence-based use of antibiotics can go a long
way in stemming the spread of AMR. For this,
detection of the pathogen and antibiotic resistance
patterns is absolutely critical. Currently, this is done
by microbial culture and sensitivity which can eas-
ily take around 72 hours for bacteria and longer
for fungi.

Besides, microbiological methods show false
negativity in patients pre-treated with antimicro-
bials, and have low sensitivity for slow growing,
intracellular and fastidious microbes. In the
time taken to diagnosis, empirical broad-spectrum
antimicrobial therapy is administered, especial-
ly if the patient is critical, favoring selection and
spread of resistant pathogens, and increased inva-
sive fungal infections. 

Molecular methods can overcome the limi-
tations of microbiological methods, reducing the
time to results in identifying pathogens and antibi-
otic resistance. As a result, it can serve to reduce
the spread of antibiotic resistance, reduce health-
care costs by reducing consumption of expensive
3rd-line drugs, reduce ICU/hospital stay and result
in better patient outcomes.
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Immunity compromised patients are those who have very low
levels of immunity and therefore are not equipped to withstand
attacks from pathogens like fungus. This makes them vulner-

able to a host of diseases and infections. It is estimated that around
10 per cent  to 15 per cent of fungal infection cases occur in hos-
pital settings and carry high risks of mortality and morbidity. People
who suffer with compromised immunity are mostly those who
undergo critical surgeries and consume high dosage of drugs as
part of prescribed therapy, for example patients who suffer with
HIV, cancer or uncontrolled Diabetes.

Treatments like chemotherapy further suppresses the immune
system to enable medicines to work. Incase of organ transplant it
becomes necessary to suppress immunity so that the new organ
is accepted by the body, which would otherwise be rejected by the
natural immune system. Unprescribed or prolonged antibiotic abuse,
consumption of steroids and other factors may also contribute to
low immunity.

Aspergillosis and candidiasisare the most common invasive fun-
gal infections that occur in hospitals. They can be community
acquired as well, especially from soil or environmental pathogens.
The infections tend to flare up and manifest in the hospital when
the patient is undergoing some other treatment and the immuni-
ty is low.

Fungi are common in our natural environment. It is almost
impossible to have a 100 per cent uncontaminated space, even in
hospitals. In many cases the infection already exists in latent state
in patients.

Invasive fungal infections are difficult to diagnose and treat.
Quite often doctors identify these infections by using various diag-
nostic testing like surrogate markers. Fungal infections may also
require prolonged treatment that may last for around six weeks.

Immunity compromised
patients undergo heavy medical
treatment for their serious illness-
es. Contracting invasive fungal
infection during this period
makes cases more complicated as
doctors need to balance the treat-
ment of major medical conditions
like cancer, organ transplant,
surgery and others, while treating
patients with adequate antifungal
therapy to boost immunity.
Doctors have a well-measured
approach to start antifungal treat-
ment in appropriate dose and
duration.

Invasive fungal infections are associated with prolonged hos-
pital and ICU stays, prolonged recovery, increased cost, and high
mortality. Hospitals deploy various measures to control invasive
fungal infection or hospital acquired infections like avoiding pro-
longed indwelling catheters, antibiotic stewardship, adhering to
antibiotic guidelines, and conducting regular surveillances.

Early identification of the infection and taking precautions are
important steps to prevent the diseases. Technological advance-
ment has made quick diagnosis possible. In addition, better med-
ical expertise and availability of quality medicines have improved
the management and treatment of these infections.

Awareness plays a key role. Immunity compromised patients
and their families, especially in a community setting, should be alert
for symptoms like fever, headache and especially swelling of the
eyes. Although these symptoms may be due to innocuous infec-
tions, sometimes they signal invasive fungal infections and hence
should be reported to the doctor immediately. Consumption of over-
the-counter antibiotics or drugs should be avoided.

Following hospital rules at hospitals and at home is helpful in
warding off the infections. Visitors should not bring flowers as they
often harbour fungal spores. Immunity compromised people should
avoid activities like gardening, trekking in the forests or green belts.
Construction sites should also be avoided. Due to increased pol-
lution levels and air borne infections using N95-99 masks is sug-
gested for patients while venturing out. This can prevent fungal
spores from entering the rooms. Patients should avoid being near
pets or bird droppings, as they are carriers of fungal infections. In
terms of food, soft over-ripe fruits, black spots on vegetables like
onions and greenish spots on bread should be avoided.
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We are all looking for a size zero fig-
ure and to achieve that we go on
diets. But the question is which one

to follow and how does it work? Last year, it
was Keto diet that had caught the imagination
of all those who wanted to lose weight. But the
diet comes with its share of ups and downs. 

�����
Ketogenic  diet is not about avocado roses

or peeling apples for real. While people want
to jump start with keto or already in a flow with
the diet are not meeting the fit and healthy
results due to myths listed below.

�Keto diet is the only effective therapy for
weight loss

�Fruits and Veggies contains high crabs,
thus cannot be eaten

�Diet is applicable to all
�It’s all about eating butter and bacon
�Keto-diet plans are high in protein
�There should be only one keto-diet plan

followed by all.

��%���%����
�Initially, the ketogenic diet consist of

high fat, low carbohydrate, controlled protein
diet was originally developed in 1920s for the
treatment of patients with refractory epilep-
sy not responding to anti — convulsant. At
least half the children with epilepsy were ben-
efited with this with reduction in the frequen-
cy of seizures.

�It’s basically a food with very low car-
bohydrates, and with macros in a ratio of 4:1
ratio of fat, as to protein and carbohydrates.

�A ketogenic diet as it is very low in carbs
as low as 5 per cent , and since body uses sug-
ars as fuel, when the sugars are very low, body
uses fat as fuel as ketones , which are
the by-products of fat metabolism
and that’s why it’s called a
ketogenic diet. 

�There is a lot of
interest and debate
about keto diet and its
effect in diabetes con-
trol. For some people
with diabetes are
keen to follow keto-
genic diet, is an
effective approach to
reduce weight and
control the blood
sugar level. It has been
shown to be beneficial in
patients of Type 2 diabetes,
has shown to provide good
glycaemic control, with reduced
HbA1c values. It’s a good diet to
achieve diabetic control and possibly reduce
medication, for a limited period of four to five
months. A typical keto meal consists of 75 per
cent of fat, 20 per cent protein and 5 per cent
carbs. However, there is not enough evidence

of the long term effects of this diet. 
�It is not advised to follow this diet in

pregnant women, lactating mothers, people
having eating disorders or suffering from kid-
ney diseases. 

�It’s a very restricted diet, difficult to sus-
tain for long. Many patients find it difficult to
follow after some time. It may cause some
fogging, headaches and potential danger of dia-
betic ketoacidosis.

�The diets can include eggs, chicken,
poultry, cheese, eggs, salads, no starch vegeta-
bles, olives, butter etc. One has to avoid starchy
vegetables, breads, rice, cakes, pastries and
sweets while on this diet. Since it restricts
intake of fruits and many vegetables, there may
be deficiency of vitamins, minerals etc. Also
since the protein intake is very low, muscle
mass may be affected. And in patients with
coexisting cardio vascular disorders it may be
harmful.

�������������
Though the keto diet has been

found to be useful, it is an extreme
diet and difficult to sustain on
it for a long time. It is advis-
able to follow a more bal-
anced, practical diet plan-
ning, depending on the
individuals, based on
lifestyle, metabolic state,
cultural background and
individual preferences. A
more sustainable, subtle
energy deficit with some
fresh fruit while avoiding high
glycaemic index foods is a good
way to achieve long term results.

Whole grain, high fibre foods, low
in saturated fat, when carefully

planned at regular intervals
and timings is important

for a long sustaining
control over diabetes.
Healthy habits and
combined with phys-
ical activity, to build
muscle and a
healthy lifestyle,
combined with
stress management
and a positive out-

look contribute a lot
to a healthy life 

There is nothing
like a life style change that

includes a good exercise
regimen, consumption of whole

foods, vegetables and healthy habits,
combined with a personalised and supervised
diet program, which aims at a long term and
long lasting benefits. Thus a keto diet should
be tried only when there are few other alter-
natives.

Mediterranean diet , the term originally reflects-
“way of life, regimen, dwelling.” The word diet

derived from ancient Greek word Diaita and
Mediterranean is the region along the Mediterranean
Sea between Europe, Asia and Africa.This region is
full of olive trees, climate favorable for fruits in all the
seasons, and had fishing as an important occupation.
Local herbs are a part of the cooking and also used
as medicines. It is the oldest form of diet system in
the world, said to be more than 3,000 years old. 

It is not just diet or food habits programmed for
weight loss but to promote mindfulness and healthy
lifestyle and treat your body as whole. It’s a tradition-
al practice and lifestyle which includes  — healthy food
habits, work schedule, physical activities, place of liv-
ing and social environment and it passed on for gen-
eration to generation.

There are plenty of good things about
Mediterranean diet, and it is considered as the health-
iest way of life.

���������������
�Vegetable oils, mainly olive oil, rich in

unsaturated fatty acids, reduce HDL cholesterol,
which is good for the heart, vessels brain and

skin too.
�Vegetables: Fresh vegetables of

except starchy ones, advised in all
meals as they provide minerals, vit-
amins, plenty of fibre and anti-oxi-
dants, essential for  good function-
ing of heart, bowel health and over-
all metabolism. 

�Fish: Fish such as salmon, sar-
dines and mackerel and advised which

are rich in omega 3 fatty acids ,vitamins
such as A,D, ,E and K ,necessary for bone

health, heart health and in fighting
inflammation ( zero to two times a day )

�Fruits and nuts: Fresh fruits and nuts provide
vitamins, essential fatty acids and protein for mus-
cle. (two to three servings of fruit /day)

�Other essentials: Whole grains, Legumes - Rich
in fiber, contain vitamins and protein 

�Dairy Products: Milk, and yoghurt, provide cal-
cium and vitamins.

�Lean meat — predominantly from poultry
�Eggs: Protein rich,  zero to two times a day.
�Plenty of water: Not to forget two to three liters

of water.

� ���
Processed foods, polished grains, white bread,

white pasta, soda, sweets, additives, packaged
foods.Small amount of alcohol, limited to red wine
is allowed.

���� ��������
This is clean diet and is ideal, but calorie count-

ing, portion control, control of red wine need atten-
tion. For vegetarians protein may be an issue and sen-
sitivity to natural foods has to keep in mind. A bit of
planning and modification based on individual
requirements has to be done. 
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Pakistan on Monday con-
ferred its highest civilian

award Nishan-e-Pakistan on
Saudi Crown Prince Moha-
mmad bin Salman for his “out-
standing support” in reinvigo-
rating the ties between the two
countries.

The award was presented by
Pakistan President Arif Alvi at
a special ceremony held at the
President House in Islamabad.
Pakistan Prime Minister Imran
Khan, members of prince
Salman’s delegation, diplomats,
senior officers and Cabinet min-

isters attended the ceremony.
According to the citation,

the Crown Prince provided
“outstanding support for rein-
vigorating Pak-Saudi bilateral
relationship”.

The Crown Prince arrived at
the President House in tradi-
tional Presidential chariot along
with Prime Minister Khan. A
special contingent of Presidential
security guards escorted the
chariot.

President Alvi, Foreign
Minister Shah Mehmood
Qureshi and Information
Minister Fawad Chaudhry
received him on arrival.

“Saudi Arabia and Pakistan
have been indispensable part-
ners for a very long time. We
have been together for cen-
turies. Our friendship is bound
in religion and culture,” Alvi said.

“Even though there is geo-
graphical distance between us
but we are very close in our
hearts. The recent visit of the
Prime Minister and your visit
has cemented the friendship
between us,” he said.

The President also 
hosted a luncheon for the royal
guest. A formal meeting was
held between the President and
the Crown Prince, along with
their respective delegations.

The two sides expressed
desire to further promote and
deepen the bilateral ties.

“I was honoured to meet
the president of Pakistan. I
thank you for honouring me
with Pakistan’s highest award,”
prince Salman said in his
address.
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Saudi Arabia vowed to “de-
escalate” rising tensions

between Pakistan and India
during a high-profile summit
in Islamabad on Monday as
Crown Prince Mohammed bin
Salman prepares to travel from
Islamabad to New Delhi.

The kingdom’s Foreign
Minister spoke at a press con-
ference in Islamabad as
Pakistan recalled its envoy
from Delhi for “consultations”,
the latest development in a
fresh diplomatic crisis between
the neighbours.

India has vowed to retali-
ate after the suicide attack in
Jammu and Kashmir’s
Pulwama that killed 41 CRPF
soldiers last week, the deadliest
attack in the state in decades.

The attack has sparked
widespread calls in the country
for action against Pakistan.

“Our objective is to try to
de-escalate tensions between
the two countries, neighbour-
ing countries, and to see if there
is a path forward to resolving
those differences peacefully,”
said Saudi Foreign Minister
Adel al-Jubeir.

The pledge came as the
crown prince, widely known as
“MBS”, prepared to head for
India later Monday, at the con-
clusion of his two-day visit to
Pakistan.

The Pakistan-based terror
group Jaish-e-Mohammed
(JeM) claimed responsibility for
Thursday’s attack, and the vehi-
cle was driven by a 22-year-old
terrorist.

India is garnering diplo-
matic support after the attack
and has vowed to “isolate”
Pakistan diplomatically in the
international community, say-
ing it has “incontrovertible
evidence” of Islamabad’s role.
Pakistan has rejected the alle-
gations.

Saudi Crown Prince
Mohammed Bin Salman meets
Pakistan Prime Minister Imran
Khan on Sunday night

After his arrival late
Sunday, MBS signed $20 billion
in investment deals with cash-
strapped Islamabad and vowed
to free thousands of Pakistani
prisoners in Saudi custody.

Islamabad is facing a seri-
ous balance of payments crisis
and hopes the huge deals
signed over the two-day visit —
seven separate agreements and
memorandums of under-
standing —will boost its strug-
gling economy.

Pakistan has laid on a lav-
ish welcome for the crown
prince, including a 21-gun
salute, fighter jet escort, and
honour guard. He was also due
to receive the country’s highest
civilian award Monday, the
Nishan-e-Pakistan (Order of
Pakistan), before heading to
India to meet with Prime
Minister Narendra Modi.

MBS is staging a three-
country Asian tour just five
months after the murder of
journalist Jamal Khashoggi, a
fierce critic, at the Saudi con-
sulate in Istanbul ignited a
diplomatic crisis.

After India, he is expected
to finish with two days in
China on Thursday and Friday.

Analysts have said the tour
is part of a Gulf pivot to rising
Asia as a growing oil market,
but also a timely demonstration
to the West that MBS is not an
international pariah.
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Iran’s elite Revolutionary
Guards said on Monday it has

arrested three ‘terrorists’
involved in last week’s deadly
suicide bomb attack on securi-
ty forces in a region bordering
Pakistan.

“Safe houses in (the cities
of) Saravan and Khash were
identified and eliminated, 
and the terrorists based in them
were arrested,” the force said on
its official Sepah news agency.

“Three of the terrorists were

arrested and 150 kilograms
(330 pounds) of explosives and
600 kilograms of explosive
materials as well as weapons and
ammunition were confiscated,”
it said.

The Guards said the three
arrested had “produced, guided
and supported” the vehicle used
in Wednesday’s suicide bomb-
ing.

The attack killed 27 mem-
bers of Iran’s Revolutionary
Guards travelling on a bus in the
volatile southeastern province of
Sistan-Baluchistan, which strad-
dles the border with Pakistan.

It was claimed by the

jihadist outfit Jaish al-Adl
(Army of Justice).

Iran has provided Pakistani
officials with “information on
the terrorist groups’ hidden
and semi-hidden training cen-
tres”, army chief-of-staff
Mohammad Bagheri told
Tasnim news agency.

In a phone call with
Pakistani army commanders,
Bagheri asked them to “either
confront the groups or allow
(Iranian) forces to enter.”
Islamabad launched an opera-
tion against the “terrorists” in its
Balochistan border province
on Sunday, he said.
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Japanese Prime Minister
Shinzo Abe kept quiet

Monday over President Donald
Trump’s claim that he had nom-
inated him for the Nobel Peace
Prize, but praised him and
emphasised he did not deny
doing so.

Trump’s assertion on Friday
that Abe had nominated him for
the honour and sent him a copy
of the letter has raised questions
and criticism in Japan.

Questioned in parliament,
Abe praised Trump for his deal-
ings with North Korea but said,
“In light of the Nobel commit-
tee’s policy of not disclosing rec-
ommenders and nominees for
50 years, I decline to com-
ment.” Neither the prime min-
ister nor his spokesman denied
Trump’s comment.

“I never said I didn’t” nom-
inate him, Abe said in response
to a follow-up question by
Yuichiro Tamaki, a lawmaker
for the opposition Democratic
Party for the People.

Tamaki said in a tweet
Monday that he was concerned
such a nomination would “send
the wrong message to North

Korea and the rest of interna-
tional society.” 

Junya Ogawa, another
opposition lawmaker, cited var-
ious policies and actions by
Trump that he said ran contrary
to the spirit of the peace prize,
calling the nomination “an
embarrassment for Japan.” 

In responding to Tamaki’s
questions in parliament, Abe
lauded Trump for meeting with
Kim and working to resolve the
crisis over North Korea’s nuclear
programme and missile tests. 

Trump had also addressed
Japan’s concerns over past
abductions of Japanese citizens
by North Korea, Abe said,
adding “he and the entire White
House also actively cooperated
in resolving the issue.” “I high-
ly praise President Trump’s lead-
ership,” Abe said.

Trump’s claim that Abe had
sent him a “beautiful copy” of
a letter sent to the Nobel com-
mittee could not be immediately
verified. Nor could a report
Sunday by the Japanese news-
paper Asahi Shimbun, citing
unidentified government
sources, that Abe had nomi-
nated Trump at the US presi-
dent’s request.
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US President Donald
Trump’s demand that

European countries take back
their nationals fighting in Syria
is receiving mixed reactions, as
nations pondered how to bring
home-grown Islamic State
extremists to trial.

German Foreign Minister

Heiko Maas told ARD television
Monday that German nationals
have the right to return, but that
it’s almost impossible to collect
evidence in conflict-torn Syria.

Maas said late Sunday that
“we need information, we need
investigations. All that is not in
place, and as long as it isn’t, I
think this is extraordinarily dif-
ficult to implement.” 
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Asignificant change in the pattern of
travellers attending the Prayagraj
Ardh Kumbh Mela 2019 has been

witnessed by a travel organisation. There
has been a change in the perspective of
the attendees towards the holy mela.
Visitors not only want to explore spiritu-
al tourism but want to combine it with
high-octane adventure sports, bringing in
a new flavour to the mela.

These are some of the major reasons
according to Thomas Cook (India) Ltd.
(TCIL), why millions of travellers attend
the mela:

��World’s largest number of spiritual
travellers

While majority of visitors commute
by air, rail and road,  this year there is a
considerable rise in the number of peo-
ple travelling to the Kumbh Mela on foot.
A number of them have also been flying
to Lucknow, Kanpur and Varanasi and
then driving two to three hours to
Prayagraj where the Kumbh takes place.
While the mela of 1903 witnessed a crowd
of four lakh people, the one in 2013 saw
the number surge to 12 crores, making
it the world’s largest gathering of visitors.
This year, the area of the Mela has been
doubled to 3,200 hectares wherein the
first Shahi Snan alone, has recorded the
participation of 2.5 crore people.

According to CII, 2019’s budget allo-
cation of �4,200 crores is the steepest for
the pilgrimage and the expected revenue
for Uttar Pradesh is �1.2 lakh crore. 

��Spiritual tourism fused with adven-
ture sports

Due to its cultural significance, the
Kumbh Mela was recognised as India’s
Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity
by UNESCO in 2017. Spiritual tourism
has been on the rise in recent years. The
surreal congregation of Naga Sadhus tak-
ing the Shahi Snan is a highly pho-
tographed event. This is coupled with the
rise in the interest in adventure tourism,
sports like parasailing, paramotoring, wall
climbing, ball zorbing on land or the
Yamuna river and hot air balloons have
been introduced at the Mela grounds
which has visitors queuing up. 

��Cities of Kumbh 
The city of Prayagraj comes alive dur-

ing the mela with sites like Alopi Devi
Temple, Allahabad Fort and more receiv-
ing high traction. The world’s largest tem-
porary city has been brightened up by
around 40,000 LED lights and has ade-
quate water provision as well as 250 km
roads and 1.22 lakh toilets keeping in
mind Swachh Kumbh, Surakshit Kumbh. 

Over 4,000 tents have been set up in
the city for the growing urban-rural and
national-international crowd that offer
budget friendly as well as glamping (lux-
urious) tents. 

��An increase in working millennials
from metro cities 

Interestingly, this year the company

received over 800 requests from people
for its Kumbh Mela packages, of which
a majority came from the working mil-
lennials of the metro cities of Mumbai,
Bangalore, and Delhi. They have been
opting for short, affordable and experi-
ential packages, especially those offered
to suit their travel schedules. 

One can definitely conclude that there
is a rising interest among millennials
about the mela this year, as around 40 per
cent of the packages offered, have been
booked by them. This growing demand
could be attributed to the social media,
which has promoted the rich culture of the
mela through vivid and visual imagery as
well as the enticing packages that have been
offered around the ongoing Kumbh Mela.
Through these, they are able to explore the
mela, take a holy dip at the Sangam, indulge
in local sightseeing including forts, temples
and museums and experience an adrena-
line rush through some adventure sports.

��Ease of attending and enhanced 
safety

Complemented by better infrastruc-

ture, greater connectivity and a surge in
employment, short haul pilgrimages have
seen a 40 per cent month-on-month
growth. The remodelled infrastructure
for this year’s Kumbh comprises upgra-
dation of nine railway stations, two
water vessels deployed by the IWAI,
construction of a new airport terminal
and the introduction of additional spe-
cial flights and 800 special trains by Air
India and the railway authorities respec-
tively.

Moreover, for enhanced safety and
security of visitors, IBM Intelligent
Video Analytics have been used for rail-
way station surveillance. ‘Epidemic
intelligence officers’ have been deployed
to predict and prevent possible out-
breaks at the Kumbh Mela and an appli-
cation developed by the Uttar Pradesh
Police is available to help attendees nav-
igate their way through the Prayagraj
Ardh Kumbh Mela, 2019.

So this year has been about surren-
dering oneself to the spiritual fever of
the Kumbh Mela without any tangible
worries.

Victoria Beckham doesn’t need
celebrities at her fashion

shows — her A-list family pro-
vides more than enough star
power.

The designer’s husband,
retired soccer superstar David
Beckham, and the couple’s four
children turned up as guests of
honor  to support her London
Fashion Week show. The former
Spice Girl was among the big
names showcasing their latest
designs in the British capital,
alongside Vivienne Westwood,
Burberry and Roland Mouret.

Westwood used her show to
spotlight climate change and warn
of impending doom, Burberry
featured a diverse show of
streetwear and elegant classics,
and Peter Pilotto showed a wide
variety of lovely dresses and jump-
suits.

BURBERRY SHOWS WIDE
RANGE, HONORS HERITAGE
IN CATWALK SHOW

Burberry earned its place —
again — as one of the top shows
in London Fashion Week with a
widely ranging catwalk show that
honored the British brand’s long
tradition but showed it is still
ready to mix it up and set trends.

Chief Creative Officer
Riccardo Tisci showed in his sec-
ond collection that he is perfect-
ly comfortable stretching the
Burberry look to keep its younger
fans happy while easily switching
gears to create classic, severely tai-
lored ensembles that ooze chic.

The two sides of the Burberry
coin were reflected in the two
adjacent rooms where the collec-
tion was shown, one a sedate audi-
torium with comfortable, padded
seats and other a raucous wide-
open space ringed by a climbing
gym of the type young kids would
use.

“I have been thinking a lot
about England as a country of
contrasts, from the structured to
the rebellious and free, and I want-
ed to celebrate how these elements
coexist,” Tisci said. 

He added he had four charac-
ters in mind when putting the col-

lection together — a girl and a boy,
and a lady and a gentleman.

The transition was obvious as
models went from street-style
clothes to oversize puffer jackets,
metallic ornamentation, revealing
slip dresses, silver boots, faux
fur, big red plastic sneakers — to
subtle, timeless outfits in muted
fall colors.

Tisci made ample and imag-
inative use of the traditional
Burberry trench and check, and
paired a number of sexy evening
dresses with full-length coats for
a look at once provocative and
classy. There were a few eccentric
touches, including an outfit set off
by a giant scarf that paid homage
to “The Rime of the Ancient
Mariner” by English poet Samuel
Taylor Coleridge.

FAMILY AFFAIR AT VICTO-
RIA BECKHAM

Like everyone else, Beckham
family members in the audience
whipped out smartphones to take
a picture of Victoria Beckham
when she came out for a bow at

the end of the display.
The designer said she wanted

to channel “modern femininity”
and cinematic drama for the col-
lection and had in mind a partic-
ular image of the woman wearing
her clothes.

The result was a mix of lady-
like classics , tailored check blaz-

ers, tweeds, argyle jumpers, silky
blouses neatly tucked into pencil
skirts with saucy, eye-catching
details like knee-high, open-toed
sock boots in lipstick red or leop-
ard, or bright satin stilettos in cit-
rus, bright fuchsia and chartreuse.

The bell-bottomed trouser, a
style the designer has adopted as
her signature, made an appear-
ance. So did the trend for checks,
which still appears to be going
strong. One ensemble featured a
wide-lapelled coat, trousers and a
tote bag in the same brown check
pattern.

SUITED AND BOOTED AT
ROLAND MOURET

Roland Mouret, the designer
once best known for his skin-tight
“bandage” dress, has moved on.
For the forthcoming autumn and
winter season, his clothes are all
about oversized shapes and man-
nish suits.

Mouret, whose fans include
Meghan, the Duchess of Sussex,
said he was interested in propor-
tions and styling pieces without

regard to traditional gender
divides. There’s a creamy white
double-breasted trouser suit, and
boxy wide blazers were worn
over silky, flowing dresses. A
slouchy, checked suit with draw-
string trousers was paired with a
low-cut Lurex top.

For those looking for a prop-
erly oversized piece, Mouret offers
up a huge, shaggy faux fur coat
that is sure to be the talk of the
party wherever it goes.

There’s still much that’s tradi-
tionally soft and feminine, though.
Asymmetric, handkerchief-hem
skirts caress the calves and swish
beautifully with movement.
Strategically draped bodices slyly
reveal a shoulder here and a col-
larbone there. The shimmering
metallic Lurex adds luxury, and
the show’s closing look, a pale
blush gown worn under a
matching faux fur coat, is
made of a fabric so light it
billows like clouds.

VIVIENNE WEST-
WOOD GOES GUER-
RILLA THEATER

The grand dame of
British fashion, Vivienne
Westwood, put fashion
on the back burner and
turned her catwalk show
into a broadside against
climate change, corpo-
rate greed and other ills.

Westwood has moved in
that direction in recent years,
but she went into guerrilla the-
ater mode for this show. It fea-
tured angry models stopping in
the middle of the catwalk to
denounce the planet’s prob-
lems, finding time to complain
about artificial intelligence,
robots, Brexit and a whole lot
more.

The first model set the tone by
announcing the world would be
dead unless something is done this
year. The models warned, to a per-
cussive, threatening sound track,
that humanity would soon go deaf
and blind and have squished
internal organs. 

One model with a micro-
phone proclaimed “Hollywood

has made us into zombies.” A wit-
tier riposte came from the model
who announced, “England is
going to die from irony.”

The clothes on offer were
distinctly and androgynous. Many
male models were outfitted in
dresses or tops and skirts, though
others wore beautifully made suits
with distinctive draping and a very
English look.

Westwood is a fashion legend
dating back to the punk era who
seemingly can do no wrong with
her legions of fans. 
DRESSES, JUMPSUITS, TAI-
LORED OUTFITS BY PETER
PILOTTO

Designer Peter Pilotto seems
to be moving from strength to
strength as he solidifies his place

as one of London Fashion
Week’s leading lights.

He showed a wide array
of very soft, feminine
dresses, jumpsuits and tai-

lored tops and skirts,
including some asym-
metrical, off-the-shoul-
der dresses made of lus-
cious silk and other fab-
rics. Pilotto is fond of
high-waisted trousers
matched with reveal-
ing top. There were
sparkly jumpsuits
galore, an array of

the silk print dresses
that he’s known for, and a
bounty of tailored, shaped

floral suits and wraparound
dresses that could be seen as
a celebration of beauty.

Some of the models set off
their outfits with long, spark-
ly gloves that added a metallic
sheen to the ensembles. Others
wore blouses with dreamy, bil-

lowing sheer sleeves. One of the
few misfires was a series of pleat-
ed skirts with contrasting tops that
didn’t really shine.

Pilotto seems to be hitting his
stride, buoyed by the buzz sur-
rounding his wedding dress for
Princess Eugenie last year. His col-
lections have become a highlight of
fashion week.

(The fashion week ends today.)
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Artist Prabir Purkayastha has over the
past two decades captured dulcet
landscapes in Ladakh as well as differ-

ent parts of the world as an itinerant traveller.
The India Habitat Centre brings back its

Photosphere at the Visual Arts Gallery where
Prabir’s Dheemahi is an invitation and an
invocation to the realm of silent contempla-
tion in a world crazed by technology and con-
spicuous medleys of materialism.

“My images for Dheemahi are conceptu-
al visual narratives of the disappearing land-
scapes around us and within us,” states the
photographer.

“I don’t want the viewer to be further
inundated with images of gruesome reality of
the violation of Earth,” adds Prabir and
believes that there are far better photographers
than him who excel in being masters of doom
and gloom. 

He says, “I prefer to celebrate the dark-
ness within the darkness.”

One glance at these landscapes invites us
into the crevices and shadows of the abyss of
pathos and darkened interiors. These are by
no means beautiful but they are powerful in

the synergy that they present.
“The shadow of grief in our loss is

inescapable, something precious is passing us
by... a dreamlike state exists in our experienc-
ing what we once loved and are now sadly
loosing. It is as if we are witnessing the pass-
ing of life itself,” explains Prabir.

He explains the electrifying speed that
soars across the frame and elucidates that the
images are in motion and translucent. The
darkness is prevalent and brooding, but the
mystical light is always present and gives hope
of a better day to come.

Prabir recalls the Vedas, probably the old-
est holy scriptures known to man, which seed-
ed the thought of holistic sustainability over
5,000 years ago. “Bhuh Bhuvah Svah... These
three words of the Gayatri mantra, in the Rig
Veda, which mean earth, air and cosmos give
us the knowledge of the entire cosmos. And
this mystical knowledge, born of man's
umbilical connection to Bhumi, is the guid-
ing light that gently steers us through the dark
labyrinths of time,” explains Prabir.

According to him, in today's world, we
have with alarming apathy and contemptu-

ous attitude turned  our backs to this guid-
ing ‘light’, and subsequently to the planet we
live upon.

For this, we raise a cacophony of futile
excuses and explanations in today’s Kali Yug.
But primarily it is man’s unparalleled ruth-
lessness and inexplicable thoughtlessness
that is strangling his very own ‘raison d'etre,’
or so Prabir believes.

He provokes the viewer into a meander-
ing medley of thoughts with integral and
imperative questions, “As we hurtle ourselves
into oblivion, is there no power to steer us
away from the pending Pralay? Are we, as a
race, beyond all hope and redemption?”

The photographer believes that in this
frightfully unsettling narrative and brutal
spectacle lives a potent cosmic force, a
benevolent energy that man can merge into
for his future existence.

Dheemahi — ‘we contemplate’ — presents
a traditional visual narrative about our hid-
den world, a visual tapestry that amplifies the
disappearing desolation, around and within
us. The resulting effect of such sublime con-
templation in the exhibition will make it

impossible to ignore the Earth that we are
destroying. And, one that we need to passion-
ately nurture and celebrate. For ourselves and
for the future generation as well.

The explanation that Prabir extols pre-
sents another realm that we must meditate
upon. “The divine dhiksha, of simple contem-
plation for our Bhumi, will seamlessly con-
nect us to one another. And, more important-
ly, provide us with an immersive and collec-
tive conscience to protect and nurture our one
and only planet.”

These are landscapes that talk to us about
living. Explanations for obscurity come in a
rush all day long. A landscape must make us
ponder. It must make us think of what we
have not seen and felt. Most landscapes are
predictable and passive, but here are a set that
are ephemeral by definition, telling us that
they are quick to decay but at the same time
they stand testimony to the beauty of a paint-
ing, a symphony or a novel.

It explores a mapping of understanding
that “Landscapes are for living,” and also
become a vehicle for and expression of a cer-
tain inchoate impulse.

At the All India Working News
Camera men’s Association
exhibition at Lalit Kala

Akademi, S Paul’s cameo of a few pho-
tographs offer a milestone in nostal-
gia and the understanding of the pre-
cious moment which become
momentous.

PRECISION AND PROUST
People and landscapes become

vital to understand the lucidity and
lithe precision of the eye of Paul whose
poetic perspectives and clean strong
images affect us when we ponder
upon them. In some ways I was
reminded of Sebastião Salgado’s mode
of work, of his devotion and unend-
ing sense of duty in capturing the
depth of the subject he traversed
upon. 

There are limpid landscapes and
you somehow recall the famous
Marcel Proust work, Remembrance of
Things Past where when you flip
countless times through the pages of
the final volume before you realise
that it is more about life and its many
perspectives rolled into the capsule of
time. When artistes speak to the
world, they do so in terms of a
whole. Paul was one such artiste, a
photographer. Look at his landscapes

and you know he unconsciously
unravels Proust’s novel as an organic
whole — one that conveys insight into
human beings while giving readers the
sense of an all-around summation.
Landscapes for Paul were about that
silent solitary summation.

VEILED WOMEN
One work that stood apart from

all the images in the show was that of
a group of burqa-clad women with a
little boy amidst them. The timing of
the image with its innocence and fem-
inine aura somehow brings a smile to
your face.The gathering of the veiled
women is a synergy that sighs like a
symphony. It makes you remember
Bresson’s Muslim women praying in
Srinagar after India’s tryst with free-
dom. It makes you think of the
intrinsic quality and quotients of the
power of the veil and its esoteric
immersiveness. Paul revels in black
and white sonatas. He offers a rare
insight into the charms and oddities
of the everyday idiom and signifies the
impact of being culturally distin-
guished while at the same time cre-
ating a subtle corollary of intellectu-
al concern which underpins the exte-
rior appearances of life in the city
wherever it may be.

RURAL RHYTHMS
Paul’s soft concerns show in his

two images — a baby sitting in a bas-
ket of a rural couple and the brick wall
that hides a cow with magnificent
horns. Paul’s images talk to us, they
are like echoes of his personal mem-
oirs. They are unusually tranquil, yet
characteristically offbeat. Images of
domestic life act as a springboard to
probe questions which he feels are
simmering beneath the surface. Paul
presents a contemplative perspective
on street life and makes us think about
our definitions of community and a
man’s place in the society. 

VISUAL TREATMENTS
When you look at his land-

scapes, his language of minimalism
is what stuns us and draws us into a
vortex of emotions and evocations.
Most of our writing, our ideas of the
society are urban, yet our fundamen-
tal myths derive from village life. You
understand these landscapes by
knowing the power of the visual
treatments.

Paul’s works talk to us about the
great Dutch masters. In more ways
than one I remembered Piero della
Francesca and Johannes Vermeer.
Francesca’s works had a quiet, solemn
atmosphere; they had a clear spatial
structure and the figuration was
unassuming yet powerful. Vermeer’s
pictures portrayed simple settings
that were serene yet full of poetic feel-
ing, displaying the tranquil beauty
inherent in life. 

Paul brings back the language of
the masters in his scene of the rural
rustic people on the streets of daily
sustenance clothed in their only
attire walking along life’s pathway
with humble poverty as their only
design. It is the solemn signature that
stays with us and we know that Paul
was indeed a master of the scene, he
wanted to capture that just for him-
self and no one else.

From the brightly-coloured oils in
a myriad combination that look-
like stain glass to bringing togeth-
er of still life with human forms
to a depiction of the famous hors-

es and more — one could traverse through
the works of who’s who of the art world
at the Delhi Travex organised by Sotheby’s
at a five star hotel in the capital. 

There was a mix of artworks, pho-
tographs and sculptures from the remark-
able artists from Bombay Progressives and
Bengal School of Art which will be the key
highlights at an auction in New York on
March 18.

Yamini Mehta, international head of
Indian and south Asian art, Sotheby’s
pointed out that there were reasons for
bringing only a few selected works from
the auction. “We brought over works that
have value, something that would catch
people’s eye. These are the ones we
thought will appeal to the audience. I want-
ed to bring the sculptures by Huma
Bhabha as well but that would have cost
a bit too much.

The travex was bifurcated between 17
paintings by prolific artists namely includ-
ing G R Santosh, Ram Kumar and some
of the modern and contemporary painters;
two photographs by Steve McCurry, Henri
Cartier-Bresson and one sculpture by
Prodosh Dasgupta. Many of these works
are fresh to the market since they have
remained in private collections for sever-
al decades.

Even though there were works of MF
Husain, Jogen Chowdhury, J Swaminathan
and even one by the Bangladeshi artist
Zain-ul-Abidin which is rare, it was FN
Souza’s Golgotha in Goa which was the
highlight of the evening as it was brought
to India after nearly seven decades.  

The rarity of Golgotha in Goa by the
artist demonstrates the profound influence
of Catholicism on Souza's personal and

artistic development. While Souza was an
incredibly prolific artist across his nearly-
seven-decade career, works from this for-
mative period remain incredibly rare as less
than 20 paintings by Souza from the 1940s
have ever appeared at auction, marking this
as a major event in the artist's market. This
particular painting was a personal favourite
of the artist and its first collectors did not
let go of this until their last breath and
cherished it for their entire lifetime.

While Souza had the eyeballs, there
were other works too that drew the art fra-
ternity for a closer look. Jogen
Chowdhury’s The Grey Vase, a small but
absolutely unusual piece saw a buzz
around it. The beauty of the work which
combines human figure with still life, a
vase with flowers with human forms on
either side, comes from its crosshatch
design. “Chowdhury never made the
human body perfect. He made a caricature.

When you look at this painting, it looks
like the body of a young woman, but when
you look at her breast it is not that of one.
So he played with less than perfect forms.
He combines ink, water colour and pas-
tels in this work,” said Uma Nair, indepen-
dent curator and art critic.

A work by J Swaminathan, in Nair’s
opinion too was worthy of mention.
“These three are the the most important
works in term of history, composition and
the artists themselves at the event,” said
Nair. 

Another painting that drew attention
was George Keyt’s Portrait of PM, 1931, Oil
on canvas as it was a portrait was from a
very early period in the artist’s oeuvre,
before he embraced modernism and start-
ed to paint and draw in his signature
abstract and cubist manner. The subjects
in Keyt’s very early works were more mod-
est and usually clothed but this voluptuous
nude signalled a transition from tradition-
al themes to his later, less inhibited por-
trayals of women.

Mehta pointed out the work of
Bangladeshi artist Zain-ul-Abidin as an
important one among the exhibits. “It is
a signature work of the father of
Bangladeshi modern art and it’s very rare
to get a major from him. This is coming
from an American diplomatic family and
has a impeccable provenance to it.” 

Talking about the newer artists, Mehta
pointed out that “If Indian contemporary
art is to be really successful abroad, it needs
a push and a strong market first in the
country.”

She also pointed out that among the
up and coming artists, it was names like
Gauri Gill, Simran Gill and Sunitha
Kumar that were worth watching out for. 

The evening saw connoisseurs and
people from the fraternity bond over the
collected love of art.
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India opener Smriti Mandhana
maintained her pole position
while ODI skipper Mithali Raj

remained fifth in the latest ICC
ODI Players' Ranking issued on
Monday.

Mandhana is leading the pack
with 774 rating points ahead of
Australia pair of Ellyse Perry and
Meg Lanning.

New Zealand's Amy
Satterthwaite is placed fourth, just
ahead of Raj. The other Indians to
feature in top 20 are Deepti
Sharma, who jumped a place to
17th and Twenty20 skipper
Harmanpreet Kaur at 19th.

West Indies captain Stafanie
Taylor has advanced two places
and grabbed eighth position
among batters even as a number
of players from Pakistan and South
Africa have also moved up in the
ICC Women's ODI Player
Rankings after winning their
respective ICC Women's
Championship series.

Taylor led the list of run-get-
ters with an aggregate of 158,
including two fifties, in a 2-1 loss
here that enabled Pakistan to
overtake the West Indies in the
points table of the eight-team
championship. It provides direct
qualification berths to hosts New
Zealand and four other top teams
in the ICC Women's Cricket
World Cup 2021.

South Africa have kept in

contention for a direct berth in the
pinnacle event by completing a 3-
0 triumph at home over Sri Lanka,

a verdict that has helped them to
catch up with the fifth-placed
West Indies on 11 points, even

though they remain behind on net
run rate.

Pakistan's victory over the
West Indies has lifted them to 12
points and they are now in the
fourth position, just behind India
on the net run rate in the list led
by Australia with 16 points from
only nine matches and New
Zealand second at 14 points from
12.

Among bowlers, veteran pacer
Jhulan Goswami is the best-placed
Indian at the third spot behind
Megan Schutt of Australia and
Pakistan's Sana Mir, who is lead-
ing the pack.

Deepti Sharma and Poonam
Yadav are two other Indian
bowlers figuring at the top-10 at
eighth and ninth positions respec-
tively.

Deepti also features in the all-
rounders chart at a career-high
third spot. Perry is at the pinna-
cle of the list followed by West
Indies' Taylor.

No Indian woman has reached
the top spot among all-rounders as
all the former captains —
Goswami (in July 2015), Purnima
Rau (December 2000) and
Shubhangi Kulkarni (January
1986) have attained the second
position.

The upcoming India-England
series can be crucial in the final
standings while defending cham-
pions Australia host second-placed
New Zealand in another series that
also starts on Saturday. 
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Australia cap-
tain Aaron

Finch feels that he
doesn't need a Big
Bash League tri-
umph to "pep"
him up as playing
an away series
against a formida-
ble Indian team
is a big enough
challenge.

Finch will
lead Australia in
the upcoming
limited overs
series in India
starting February
24 where they would play two T20 Internationals apart from
five ODIs to fine tune their preparation for the ICC World Cup.

Finch's side Melbourne Renegades beat Melbourne Stars
by 13 runs in the BBL final on Sunday.

"I don't think you need anything to put pep in your step
when you're going on an Aussie tour, particularly to India,"
Finch was quoted as saying by official Cricket Australia web-
site cricket.Com.Au.

"If you are slightly off the mark, you are going to get hurt.
They (India) are the best side in one-day cricket in their own
conditions, I think. So you've got to go there full of confidence
and have a real clear game plan," said the 32-year-old open-
er.

Finch went through an eventful summer. He was appoint-
ed Australia's one-day captain in a World Cup year, before mak-
ing his long-awaited Test debut. But he has since been dropped
from the Test squad after failing to fire, and has not been as
destructive as usual in the shorter form of the game.
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Former South African opener Herschelle
Gibbs named India and hosts England as the

two strong contenders to win the upcoming
ICC World Cup starting May 30.

"It is always wide open. The two standout
contenders will be England and India. But, who
is going to make the other two places for the
semi-finals? It is difficult to say. A lot depends
on the weather in England. The bowling
attacks will all play a part (in the tournament),"
the 44-year-old Gibbs said on Monday.

Asked about South Africa's chances, Gibbs
said that it is
not about AB
de Villiers'
absence that
will be key but
more so about
the lack of
quality all-
rounder.

" W e
(South Africa)
are always up
there irrespec-
tive of ABD.
We have got
Faf (Du
Plessis) and
Quinton de
Kock. The only
issue for South
Africa is not
having an all-
rounder," Gibbs said.

Recently, ICC chairman Shashank Manohar
expressed his concerns about Test cricket's
future but Gibbs begged to differ.

"Test cricket is (still going) strong. I don't
know why people say you need to revive it? I
am a big fan of Test cricket finishing in four
days. It need not go on for full five days."

However the veteran of 90 Tests and 248
ODIs, wants batsmen to be challenged more in
the longest format.

"The batsmen around the world get it easy
in ODIs and T20. If they need to fight on sport-
ing tracks in Test cricket, so be it. Sometime the
game finishes in two days, when the pitch is
offering turn. I don't mind that," the dashing
right-hander said.

"It should not have to go for all five days.
It is important that a batsman's technique gets
tested all the time. The bowlers, they also have
something in it, to get their confidence going.
They don't get it from T20s or ODIs because
flat decks are on offer," said the 44-year-old.
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Pedro Manzi scored two goals and set
up another to guide table-toppers

Chennai City FC to a 4-2 win over hosts
Shillong Lajong in a return leg fixture of
the Hero I-League here Monday.

Pedro, the current highest scorer in
the 12th I-League with 18 goals to his
credit,  changed the complexion of the
match in a span of 12 minutes.

Spaniards Sandro Rodriguez and
Nestor Jesus were the other goal scor-
ers for Chennai, while Kitboklang Pale
and Samuel Lyngdoh scored for the
home team.

Chennai consolidated their position
at the top with 37 points from 17 games,
five points clear of their nearest rival East
Bengal.

Shillong remained at the bottom of
the table with 10 points from the same
number of games.

Akbar Nawaz gave new recruit and
Italian keeper Mauro Boerchio his first
start under the Chennai woodwork
while Allison Kharsyntiew started with
an unchanged XI.

The game began with Chennai City
pressing hard from the first minute. The
Spanish duo of Pedro and Sandro along
with Ajith Kumar combined well to
threaten the young Lajong defence.

It soon yielded results when Sandro
curled in a corner into Shillong net past
keeper Phurcha Lachempa in the sev-
enth minute to hand Chennai the lead.

Lajong then lost their keeper

Lachempa to an injury.
Shillong started to attack a little late

in the half and made some threatening
moves to keep debutant Mauro Boerchio
busy.

Phrangki Buam, Mahesh Naorem,
and Kitboklang Pale combined well to
create a few opportunities but could not
convert any.

Lajong's efforts finally paid divi-
dends when Kitboklang Pale came up
with a clinical finish, after a brilliant
through ball from Phrangki Buam in the
23rdminute.

The first half came to an end with
the scoreline reading 1-1 for both the
teams.

In the second half, Lajong began on
a more enterprising note but Phrangki
Buam and Samuel Lyngdoh wasted
some golden chances.

However, as has been the case
throughout the length of the league,
Chennai's Spanish armada led by Pedro
changed the complexion of the game in
the last 12 minutes.

Off a Sandro free-kick from the left
flank in the 78th minute, Pedro headed
in for his 17th goal of the league.

He then latched on to a long ball
four minutes later, from Josef Kaplan
from inside the Chennai half and
crossed accurately for countryman
Nestor Jesus to head home. Samuel
Lyngdoh then converted a penalty in the
85th minute to keep Shillong interest-
ed before Pedro's 90th-minute strike
sealed the match in Chennai's favour. 
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Minerva Punjab FC
pulled out but

refused to give up on
points while East Bengal
adopted a wait and watch
approach towards its
scheduled fixture after
the Pulwama terror attack
cast a shadow on their
matches against Real
Kashmir FC in Srinagar.

Defending champi-
ons Minerva did not
show up for their clash
against a ready RKFC in
Srinagar on Monday after
asserting that the home
club and the All India
Football Federation
(AIFF) failed in providing
written security assur-
ances.

East Bengal, on the
other hand, conveyed
their concerns about the
February 28 match to the
AIFF but refrained from
making an outright pull-
out threat. Their clash
against RKFC is the last
scheduled I-League
match in Srinagar.

The AIFF, mean-
while, has referred the
Minerva issue to its
League Committee and
maintained silence on
East Bengal's concerns.

The entire sequence
of events is a fallout of
Thursday's attack in
which at least 40 CRPF
paramilitary troopers
were killed while several
others injured. It has been
termed the deadliest ter-
rorist strike in three

decades in Jammu and
Kashmir.

Minerva claims it
couldn't have travelled
to Srinagar after its for-
eign players were specif-
ically told by their respec-
tive embassies to avoid
the J&K capital.

The club has refused
to offer a forfeiture and
has moved the Delhi
High Court after the
AIFF refused to relocate
their match.

"We have filed a writ
petition in the Delhi High
Court, seeking relief so
that we are not forced to
play in Srinagar at this
volatile time," Minerva
Punjab FC owner Ranjit
Bajaj told PTI.

"Even today there
was a 12-hour encounter
where four Armymen
have been martyred. And
they are saying 'come
and play football here'.
Unless the court inter-
venes, we are not expect-
ing natural justice."

Interestingly, the
AIFF has also not
declared the match a for-
feiture till now. According
to the FIFA guidelines, in
the event of a forfeiture,
full points are awarded to
the team turning up for
the game.

After the February
14 attack, East Bengal
also wrote to the AIFF
asking for a change in
venue.

"We have sent a letter
to AIFF and we are await-
ing the revert. Let them

reply and then we will
decide the next course of
action," East Bengal CEO
Sanjit Sen said.

"AIFF has to let us
know when and where
the match is going to be
held. Once they let us
know, we will decide our
stance," he added.

I-League CEO
Sunando Dhar though
said security was not an
issue as the local author-
ities assured them of all
the necessary arrange-
ments.

"The local security
authorities in Srinagar
have given a go-ahead to
hold the match. The AlFF
has assured of all the
necessary arrangements
for players and officials by
the local authority," Dhar
said.

He added that the
"whole security arrange-
ment of the players from
the airport to the team
hotel and from travelling
from the hotel to the
ground and return,
everything was taken care
of."

While Minerva
Punjab are not in con-
tention, East Bengal and
Real Kashmir are both
title contenders this sea-
son, and it remains to be
seen what the AIFF does
in the matter.

Real Kashmir FC co-
founders Sandeep
Chattoo and Shamim
Meraj expressed disap-
pointment that Monday's
match did not take place.
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Reigning national champion
Sourabh Verma has appealed

for financial help, which will
enable him to play more interna-
tional tournaments in order to
improve his current world rank-
ing.

The 26-year-old had burst
into the scene with his first
senior national title in 2011 but
over training led to frequent
break downs, which stopped
him from playing tournaments
consistently.

It affected his ranking as
from a career-best ranking of 30
in 2012 he now finds himself at
55.

"I don't have financial sup-
port to play international tour-
naments. Now due to the new
rule, only top 25 players are get-
ting financial help from BAI.
That led to my international
exposure being reduced and
hence my ranking slipped,"
Verma said.

He said that BAI did spon-
sor him for the Dutch Open but
he needs more funding.

Of course, Dutch was
financed by BAI after my perfor-
mance in two domestic events
but if I get financial support, I can
do well," he said.

"I need to play at least 10-12
tournaments to get more rank-
ing points. I had a knee problem
last year, which I had to take care
by myself. I am playing tourna-
ments on my own. As a player,
it becomes a big burden if you
have to manage all by yourself,"
he said.

Verma said that he had to
even pay for all his travel arrange-
ments for his next two tourna-
ments -- Swiss Open and Orleans
Open.

"I will be playing Swiss Open
and Orleans Open next after
Barcelona Masters. I have paid
for my visa and financing every-
thing (hotel and travel) all by
myself. So I don't have much
option to play bigger tourna-
ments," he reasoned.

Last year, Sourabh recovered
from a shoulder injury to win
two Super 100 titles at the Russia
Open and Dutch Open and
clinched his third Senior
National title at Guwahati last
week.

"After 2017, I had frequent
injuries due to training overload.
So I worked on my body and
now I am more aware about the
play-rest balance," said Sourabh,
who will start his international
season at the Barcelona Spain
Masters. Starting with the qual-
ifiers Tuesday.

"I also had a knee issue and
I wasn't playing too many events.
Now I'm stressing on fitness. I
am looking at quality (of tourna-
ments) and not quantity. I know
if I can take care of my body, I
can win tournaments," said
Sourabh, who will start his cam-

paign in the second round qual-
ifiers after his first-round oppo-
nent Lu Guangzu withdrew.

Sourabh had clinched his
maiden international title at
Bahrain International Challenge
in 2013, before claiming the
TATA Open.

The Madhya Pradesh shut-
tler stitched a string of title wins
at Iran Fajr and Austrian
International, besides a runners-
up at Malaysia Masters GPG in
2014.

Despite the injury setbacks,
he had a good year in 2016, when
he won the Chinese Taipei
Masters, besides securing run-
ners-up finishes at Bitburger
Open, Polish International and
Belgian International.

He also claimed his second
senior nationals in 2017, beating
Lakshya Sen in the finals.

Lakshya Sen, who finished
runners-up at Guwahati after los-
ing to Sourabh again, will also
play at Barcelona Spain Masters
-- his first international tourna-
ment of the season in a year
where he is making his transition
into senior from junior.

The 17-year-old from
Uttarakhand, who is a Asian
Junior Champion and a bronze
medallist at the world junior
championship, will have to play
at the qualifiers to make his way
to the main draw.

Among others, former
Commonwealth Games champi-
on Parupalli Kashyap and Ajay
Jayaram will begin against Hong
Kong's Wong Wing Ki Vincent
and Malaysia's Cheam June Wei
respectively.

Subhankar Dey, who was
defeated by Mumbai's Harsheel
Dani at the Nationals, will play
a qualifier in the opening round.

National championship sil-
ver medallists Arjun MR and
Ramchandran Shlok will take on
Korean eighth seed Kim Won
Ho and Seo Seung Jae, while
Krishna Prasad Garaga and
Dhruv Kapila face France's
Christo Popov and Toma Junior
Popov in another men's doubles
match. Women's doubles pair of
Pooja Dandu and Sanjana
Santosh and mixed doubles
combination of Venkat Gaurav
Prasad and Juhi Dewangan are
also in the fray. 
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Veteran off-spinner
Harbhajan Singh doesn't

want India to play Pakistan in
the upcoming ODI World Cup
in the aftermath of the ghast-
ly terror attack in Pulwama.

Harbhajan said India is
strong enough to win the
World Cup even if they decide
to forfeit the match against
Pakistan in Manchester on
June 16.

Harbhajan's statement
came after the terror attack in
Pulwama killed 40  CRPF per-
sonnel. Pakistan-based terror
outfit Jaish-e-Mohammad had
claimed responsibility for the
ghastly act.

"India should not play
Pakistan in the world Cup.
India is powerful enough to
win the World Cup without
having to play Pakistan,"
Harbhajan said.

"This is a difficult time.
The attack that has happened,
it was unbelievable and it's very
wrong. Strict action will sure-
ly be taken by the government.

When it comes to cricket, I
don't think we should have any
relations with them otherwise
they will keep treating us like
this," he added.

Harbhajan said India does-
n't need to revive any sort of
sporting ties with Pakistan as
a mark of respect for the
armed forces.

"I don't think India should
play the World Cup match
against Pakistan. Country
comes first and we are all
standing behind our country.
Cricket or hockey or sports, it
should be kept aside because
this is a huge thing and repeat-
edly our soldiers are killed. 

"We should stand with our
country. Cricket or hockey or
any sport, we don't need to play
with them," he said.

"We should not keep any
kind of ties with Pakistan: we
are powerful enough to feed
the world on our own. Cricket,
sports is not as important. We
stand with every member of
the defence force. Their sacri-
fices should not go to waste,"
Harbhajan said. 
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Left-arm medium-pacer
Komal Zanzad impressed

with a three-wicket initial
burst but Board President's XI
failed to defend their modest
score of 154 and lost by two
wickets against the visiting
England XI in a practise game
on Monday.

Komal who is yet to play
for India but has taken an
amazing 9 for 8 against
Haryana in the domestic one-
day tournament of the BCCI
last season, rocked the visitors
with her devastating spell of
3 for 9 in her first six overs at
the Wankhede Stadium.

England XI were gasping
at 11 for 4 by the fifth over
triggered by the triple strike
by the Vidarbha captain
before Heather Knight, with
a steady, unbeaten 64 off 86
balls, lifted the team out of the
rut and guided it past the fin-
ish line in the 38th over.
England made 157 for 8.

Apart from Komal,
Reemalaxmi Ekka and spin-
ner Tanuja Kanwer picked up
two wickets apiece.

Earlier, the local outfit
lost wickets in clusters and
were bowled out in 49 overs
with lower order batswoman
Minnu Mani emerging the
top scorer with 28 in 57 balls
that contained one of the
two sixes struck in the
innings.
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Pakistan's shooters were on Monday granted
visas to participate in the New Delhi World

Cup, a top Indian shooting official said, ending
speculation about their presence in the event in
the wake of the Pulwama terrorist attack.

The ISSF (International Shooting Sport
Federation) event, which will offer 16 quota places
for the 2020 Tokyo Olympics, starts at the Dr Karni
Singh Range on Thursday.

"Their visa has been cleared and we have
received communication from the Indian High
Commission and the Pakistan shooting federation.
The two shooters and the manager's tickets are also
being booked," National Rifle Association of India
(NRAI) secretary Rajiv Bhatia said.

Earlier, the terrorist attack had cast a doubt
over Pakistan shooters' participation in the World
Cup, with the country's federation saying in
Karachi that it would not send its marksmen if the
visas don't come through by this evening.

Pakistan applied for visas for two in the rapid
fire category GM Bashir and Khalil Ahmed.
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Bayern Munich knows all too
well how tough an opponent
Juergen Klopp can be.

Now in his fourth season at
Anfield, the former Borussia
Dortmund coach is facing Bayern
for the first time while leading
Liverpool.

Bayern visits Liverpool for
the first leg of their Champions
League last-16 game on
Tuesday, mindful that it didn't
always come out on top
against Klopp during his
time at Dortmund.

While Bayern defeated
Klopp's Dortmund side in
the 2013 Champions
League final, Klopp had
the upper hand in the
2012 German Cup final,
which Dortmund won
5-2. Klopp also led
Dortmund to successive
league titles at Bayern's
expense in 2011 and
2012.

"Personally I  l ike
Juergen Klopp a lot," said
Bayern president Uli
Hoeness, who revealed
that he almost signed
Klopp to take over before the club
decided on Jurgen Klinsmann in
2008.

Liverpool has not lost a
European match at Anfield since
the 3-0 group stage defeat to Real
Madrid in 2014 and Bayern has
questions over its defense ahead of
its trip.

The Bavarian powerhouse
conceded twice to relegation-
threatened Augsburg in the
Bundesliga on Friday, when Leon
Goretzka scored an own-goal after
just 13 seconds - the quickest own-
goal in 56 years of the league.
Bayern won 3-2.

"We'll have to deliver a whole
other performance on the day,
especially in defense," Bayern
coach Niko Kovac said, warning of
the danger posed by "the three up
front," referring to Liverpool's
Mohamed Salah, Sadio Mane and
Roberto Firmino.

Liverpool also had the luxury
of a week without a game before
Bayern's visit, due to its early FA
Cup exit. The team spent four days

at a training camp in Marbella,
Spain.

"Our little preparation for the
rest of the season," Liverpool
defender Andy Robertson said.

Bayern winger Kingsley
Coman is an option for Kovac after

fears of an injury
sustained in
Augsburg proved
u n f o u n d e d .
Coman scored
twice,  set  up
David Alaba's

winner and struck the crossbar in
Augsburg, while he also under-
lined his growing importance to
the side with the winning goal
against Hertha Berlin in the
German Cup.

Liverpool will have to cope
without central defender Virgil
van Dijk as he serves a UEFA sus-
pension for the first leg. 

Klopp faces the prospect of
having to deploy midfielder
Fabinho alongside Joel Matip with
Joe Gomez and Dejan Lovren
both injured.

While Liverpool is accus-
tomed to deep runs in Europe -
winning the Champions League in
2005 and reaching the final in
2007 and last season — the club
has not won the English league
since 1990.

"You can't make mistakes in
these games, but I think we can
cause Liverpool problems," said
Bayern midfielder James
Rodriguez.

"We have a team that's good
enough to go through, if it goes
well."
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Despite an iron grip on domestic
trophies, Barcelona have been

haunted by their recent failures in the
Champions League and there are
concerning signs for the Catalans as
they prepare for Tuesday's last-16
first leg away to Olympique
Lyonnais.

Ernesto Valverde's side fly to
France after an uninspiring 1-0 win
at home to struggling Real Valladolid
on Saturday which consolidated
their lead at the top of La Liga but
left plenty of doubts about their capa-
bilities of winning Europe's top
prize.

The drab victory over Valladolid,
in which Lionel Messi scored a
penalty and missed one, followed a
goalless stalemate at Athletic Bilbao,
a 2-2 draw with Valencia and a 1-1
draw with Real Madrid in a Copa del
Rey semi-final first leg.

Barca have fallen at the quarter-
final stage of the Champions League
each year since last winning it in
2015, suffering a particularly humil-
iating elimination to AS Roma last
season after taking a 4-1 lead in the
first leg of the tie.

They have looked on enviously
as Real Madrid have won the last
three editions of the big eared tro-
phy, swelling their total number of
European Cups to 13, which makes
Barca's five look measly by compar-
ison.

Despite winning three of the last
four La Liga titles and collecting the
Copa del Rey four years in a row,
there is a widespread feeling that
Barca should have fared better on the

continent, especially while Messi
has been at his peak.

The Argentine seems to think so
too - in his first speech as captain
back in August, he pledged to do
"everything possible to bring that
beautiful trophy back to Camp Nou".

For that ambition to be realised,
Barca must improve on a dismal
away record which has seen them
win only one of their last six visits in
the Champions League knockout
rounds, scoring three goals while
conceding 13.

Barca will be boosted by the
return of France's World Cup win-
ning defender Samuel Umtiti after
nearly three months out with a knee
problem, while defender Thomas
Vermaelen and  Arthur Melo are
injured.

The game could go a long way
to deciding Lyon coach Bruno
Genesio's chances of keeping his job.

Although Genesio guided Lyon
to the last 16 without losing a group
game, long-serving club president
Jean-Michel Aulas has yet to say
whether Genesio will stay on next
season.

Genesio will have to find a way
to beat Barca without Nabil Fekir, the
main provider and scorer in Lyon's
attack, who is suspended.

With Fekir absent, Netherlands
forward Memphis Depay has the
chance to put in the kind of perfor-
mance to help him fulfill his wish of
joining a bigger club next season.
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Asian Games Gold medallist
Amit Panghal continued

his quest for a second consec-
utive Gold medal as he reached
the final of the prestigious
70th Strandja Memorial
Boxing Tournament in
Sofia, Bulgaria on
Monday. The 23-year-
old, also a Silver medal-
list at the 2018
C o m m o n w e a l t h
Games, showed his grit
and determination in a
hard-fought 3-2 win over
Said Mortaji in the 49kg
semi-finals.

Former world junior
champion Nikhat Zareen
(51kg) led 3 women box-
ers into the finals as India is
now assured of a total of
seven medals from this sea-
son-opening tournament.
Zareen put up a dominating
performance as she outclassed

Drabik Sandra of Poland 4-1 to keep up
her quest for the Gold. 48kg nation-

al champion Manju Rani too con-
tinued her dream run on her debut
on foreign soil. The youngster,
who turned to boxing to manage her

anger, pummelled Emi-Mari
Todorova 4-1 to enter the final.

But the best performer
among the Indian women
pugilists on Day 5 of this
event was Maisnam
Meena Kumari. The
Nagaland boxer, a for-
mer Bronze medallist
at the Asian

Championships, did not
give her opponent,

Ekaterina Sycheva to settle
down and was declared a 5-0
unanimous winner.

However, the journey
ended for Neeraj (60kg), Lovlina
Borgohain (69kg) and Pwilao
Basumatary (64kg), all of whom
had to settle for the Bronze
medal following their losses in
the semi-finals.
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Kylian Mbappe's excellent volley
secured Paris Saint-Germain a

hardfought 1-0 win at Saint-Etienne on
Sunday as the runaway Ligue 1 lead-
ers moved 12 points clear at the sum-
mit.

The 20-year-old Mbappe fired
home his league-leading 19th goal of
the campaign with 17 minutes remain-
ing.

Mbappe has now scored 45 goals
for PSG since signing from Monaco at
the start of last season.

With a second straight French title
all but secured, Tuchel's men, who also
have two games in hand on second-
placed Lille, now have their eyes on
breaking their own record tally of 96
points set in 2015-16.

Tuchel rested midfielder Marco
Verratti after his excursions in the mid-
week Champions League victory at
Manchester United, with Leandro
Paredes handed his first league start for
the club.

PSG fashioned their first clear-cut

chance in the 18th minute, as Julian
Draxler turned and fired over the cross-
bar after a fine exchange of passes with
Dani Alves.

Mbappe saw a shot well saved by
home goalkeeper Stephane Ruffier in
an underwhelming first half.

The visitors always appeared in
control of the game, but Draxler wast-
ed another golden chance to put them
ahead shortly after the restart when he
was denied by a sprawling Ruffier stop.

Angel Di Maria, who starred with
two assists on his return to Old
Trafford in midweek, dragged an effort
wide as PSG continued to plug away
in search of an opening goal.

It arrived in the 73rd minute, as
Alves picked out the run of Mbappe,
and the Frenchman caught out Ruffier
with a fine first-time volley on the turn.

Saint-Etienne started to show
more ambition with time running out,
but the best they could muster was
Kevin Monnet-Paquet's long-range
strike which flew harmlessly over,
with the winger injuring himself in the
process.
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Napoli's title hopes took a further blow as Carlo
Ancelotti's side was held to a goalless draw for

the third time in four league matches to drop fur-
ther points against Torino and trail champions
Juventus by 13 points.

Napoli had drawn at home against
AC Milan two weeks ago and at
Fiorentina last time out and will face
a top-of-the-table clash against
Juventus on March 3 with their Serie
A bid already all but over.

"We played with focus, motivation,
determination, but it's unacceptable to
have 18 scoring opportunities over two games and
not score any of them," Ancelotti told Sky Sport Italia
on Sunday.

Napoli proved wasteful at the San Paolo Stadium
with Arkadiusz Milik missing a string of chances to
break the deadlock as Lorenzo Insigne hit the post
in the 74th minute.

On-loan Chelsea defender Ola Aina threatened
for Torino in the dying minutes but was chased down
by Brazilian Allan as Walter Mazzarri's side stayed
ninth - three points off the Europa League places.

Earlier Sunday, Radja Nainggolan scored the
winner for Inter Milan to consolidate third position
with a 2-1 win over Sampdoria at the San Siro, while
Lazio's Champions League hopes took a knock with
defeat by Genoa.

Nainggolan rifled in low on 78 minutes after
Danilo D'Ambrosio had opened the scoring five min-
utes earlier, with Manolo Gabbiadini equalising for
Sampdoria in between.

It was the Belgian's third goal this season and
gave Inter a third straight win after a recent slump
as Luciano Spalletti's side sit seven points adrift of
Napoli in third.
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